




MARROW

CHRISTMAS!
And a hobby New Year!

Everyone should have a hobby to ride, so hop aboard our Hobby
Hearse! Scienti-Claus (and his little helper, Reg^gie Nalder of

’Salem’s Lot, above) has filled a nice blood-red stocking to overflowing
for you with a Feature on STAR TREK-THE MOTION PICTURE, a
Feature on THE BLACK HOLE, Coverage on CHRISTOPHER LEE &
PETER CUSHING’S ARABIAN ADVENTURE, a furtive lurk at THE LE-
GACY and a spooktacular expanded GRAVEYARD EXAMINER. The
Feature on the Fabulous Forthcoming Fantasy Films of 1980 is, we
think, alone worth the price of admission. Next Issue will be our 22d
Brrrrthday'-and the Beast is Yet to Come!



THIS ISSUE DEDICATEDTO
HANS BRUEGGENER

Hans is an Alien Artist. He
lives in Stockholm, Swe-
den. When I visited his

home town last Aug., he
volunteered to be my
Guide and show me all the
sci-fi sights. When you see
the super pii we nave on
THE miMANOID it will be
Hans to whom we are in-

debted for getting me to

the right people m Stock-
holm to stock up on 'em.
He's currently makirw his

own version of HPLove-
craft's “The Colour Out of

^ace". Tack se mycket,
Hans! Hianks a lot—Forry

THE GREATEST
I have just read the “Boris

Karloff Lives” article and am
very glad you printed it. Boris
Karloff was probably THE
greatest actor that ever lived.

He had a talent, a very spe-

cial talent, for bringing out

the awe & mystery of a film.

He had the power to bring

out the hidden horrors that

dwell deep within our souls.

He had the power to bring

them out in full force and
scare us out of our wits. He
could capture our imagina-

tion. He could make us
believe that he was a sinister

foe or a friend in need. For
^ris Karloff was. and still is,

the greatest actor that ever
livecT Hail Boris Karloff!

LARRY HEFFNER
Oxon Hill. MD

LOVECRAFTORHATECRAFT?
I don’t care what Mr.

Shomo thinks, I like to see
Forry’s picture in FM, you
always look like you are en-
joying yourself and I like see-

ing people do that. I checked
out a book called “Lovecraft
At Last” from the library and
who do I find Mr. Lovecraft
planned to palm off as a baby
ghoul but little Forry Acker-
man. I may give up being sur-

prised altogether.
JANA DELIGUE
Buena Vista, VA

A KISS FROM COOKEE
I have just bought your

Special Issue #15/ and I

think it’s great. You seem to
cover every spectrum of fa-

mous monsters but please
consider one more. Gene
Simmons of the rock group
KISS. His monster personna
is exceptionally fantastic. To
watch the man on stage you
would think he was Lon &
Bela reincarnated. Don't
scoff at my suggestion be-

cause Gene is a big fan of

your magazine himself, he
even thanked FAMOUS
MONSTERS on the back of

his solo album. He is a fanatic

about horror & science fiction

and may even know more
about movies than your illus-

trious editor. In fact he
starred in his own movie,
“KISS Meets the Phantom”,
which makes him a filmland
monster. Consider doing an
interview with this live mon-
ster and see how many of

your young readers reply
with joy.

COOKEE DULKO
Middlevillage, NY

WHEN A TEXAN TALKS,
EVEN GODZILLA LISTENS
The articles on "Things

From Other Worlds” &
SUPERMAN in #152 were
super, man.
The GALACTICA spfx arti-

cle in #151 was great. I am
very interested in spfx,

e-space-ally STOP MOTION
ANIMATION.
FM is the greatest, THE

GOR-MET OF THE GHOUL-
ISH, the MONSTERS’ MAG,
the HORROR HANDBOOK,
the SF SPECTACULAR!

TOM GURGANUS
Lufkin, TX

SHORT SNORTS
DENNIS LAKE, Wilming-

ton, NC: I think ALIEN has
got STAR WARS^ BUCK
ROGERS & STARCRASH
beat. BRENT WOOD, Moore.
OK; I just loved your article

about John Chambers in

#158. It got me so fired up I

made my own makeup. MAR-
TIN KELLEAM. Wilmot, OH:
Your "Fantasy Film Flood"
overwhelmed me with ex-

citing info! CHAS. RADER, N.
Westchester. CT: \^w! How
did you get an opinion from
Erik von Buelow! I never saw
him quoted in any other mag-
azine. LAUREL LEIGH,
Laurel Hill, FL: After reading
your writeup on TIME AFTER
Time, I plan to see the pic-

ture time & again! ARNOLD
FREDERICKS. Java Center,
NY: Your ‘‘Mos Eisley;'

featurejl59) was the MOST!
GERLAD DEAN, Richland.
Ml; I hated the article on the
MUPPET film— too childish.

MARY DELANEY. Wood, SD:
I loved the article on the
MUPPET film-HUSt the right

light touch. BOB BRENT-
WOOD, Freeland, WA; I was
surprised the way Christo-
pher Lee picked on Fori^. His
provocation was obviously
misdirected. (This comment
was typical of all who com-
mented on Chris' cross Ack-
usation (entirely false] that I

had given out his private ad-
dress to anyone who asked
for it. Mr. Lee himself has
made no comment to me
since I honored his request to
make his displeasure publicly

known.) JIM FULLERTON.
Pennsaulken, NJ: FM will

always have a place on my
shelf (You should share your
back issues with fans less for-

tunate than yourself, Jim.
Don't be sheHish!)

WANTED! More Readers Like

BILL DAY

THE WAX REALLY WORKS IN
NOOSE ORLEANS
Down here in New Orleans

we have a Haunted Dungeon
wing in our wax museum.
Among the ghastly, grisly

ghouls & goUins are: Lon
Chaney Sr,-”PHANTOM OF
THE OPERA”; Jonathan (Bar-

nabas Colling Frid battling a
wolfman: Bela Lugosi—
“DRACULA”; and Boris Kar-
loff--'FRANKENSTEIN”, to
name only a few! These ex-

hibits include sound effects

in some places, special
lighting, detail background/
setting & small signs explain-

ing each creature, plot, etc.

The address is; MUSEE CON-
TI WAX MUSEUM. 917 Conti
St.. New Orleans, LA 70116.

ANTHONY J. VERGONA
Harvey. LA

WANTED! More Readers Like

JOHN GRAZIANO

THE FACE BEHIND
THE TASK
As for the Great Forry’s

Face Controversy (whether
or not to feature it in the
magazine) that was brought
up by the unkind Mr. Shomo;
Are you kidding? You should
know better Than to take
these fools seriously. My fami-
ly (Judy, Jason & I) cast 3
definitive votes for More
Forry!!! And I know FM’s
faithful followers will agree.
Seriously, it is just these
“cameo appearances of ye
olde editor that sets FM
apart. I've noticed a dis-

turbing (to me) trend in two
of your prominent competi-
tors of late; that is, their ar-

ticles have become incredibly
technical—page after page of

how this matte shot was done
or how that explosion was rig-

ged. Ugh! This may be valu-

able to the technicians
among us but it makes me
yearn for your good ol' puns
any day. YOU, forry, are the
one who makes FM run, who
gives it that friendly feeling,

as if we readers are actually

taking part in what's going on
in vour pages. And for all our
sakes, aorvt ever stop!

DAVE SCHLEICHER
Burlington, NJ
Conlinued on pate SI
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Incorporating MONSTER WORLD

GonTenrs ISSUE No.161
MARCH 1980

FANG MAIL Our ardent fans weigh in as
Don Hicks comments on Cofflin and Cofflin on
the trashing of Dracula & this is for startersi

1980 FILM FORECAST i980i.a
year full of promise as a vast profusion of
S.F.. horror and fantasy awaits our vlewingl

STAR TREK Trekkies rejoice! After so
many years of waiting and hoping. Star Trek,
the movie, is finally, dazzlingly zooming at us now!

ARABIAN ADVENTURE The
thousand and one arablan nights had a whole month
of adventures added with this movie!

THE LEGACY An Inheritance of terror

murders the guests one after another in this
upcoming film. Can Maggie reject her legacy?

MYSTERY PHOTO #120 covers a very
crusty character and you should guess who it

is. We also reveal the answer to mystery #118!

BLACK HOLE Walt Disney’s spectacular
entry into serious S.F. with multimillion dol-
lar effects is scheduled for Christmas release!

TEEN TERRORS Most adults think
teenagers are little monsters anyway, so It

should be no surprise if teenmonsters appear!

BUCK ROGERS T.V.’s superspectacular
new S.F. adventure series stars Gil Gerard!
Here is an in depth episode by episode review!

VORTEX What happens when an ordinary fam-
ily builds an ordinary house on an interdlmen-
slonal time fault? Time twitches & fun begins!

GRAVEYARD EXAMINER
graveyard exhumes the latest Info from the
Star Trek set in a special 6 page extravaganza!

CONCERNING OUR MAIL ORDER ADVERTISEMENTS: VA/arren Publishing guarantees our merchandise will be replaced if not
receiwed in satisfactory condition. Should you need to write us concerning an order, whether it be from our address or a
Post Office Box address, send your letter to: E.C. Ives, Customer Service Dept., Warren Publishing Co.. 145 E. 32nd Street,

New York, N.Y. 10016.
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“Wilma Deerlng” gets kick out of horseplay between
Buck Rogers & TV’s new Buck as both Bucks threaten
to “zap" each other with futuristic laserguns.

S
TAND AGHAST!
A vast profusion of horror, sci-fi, fantasy & mon-
ster movies is on the horrorizon!

“DUEL: Sea Style; or. The Car at Sea" would seem
to describe DEATHSHIP, an Astral/Bloodstar pro-

duction starring George Kennedy & Richard Crenna.
It’s about a killer ship that sinks a cruise liner, then
terrorizes the survivors. They say ‘‘those who survive
are better off dead!"
Max (THE'EXORCIST) Von Sydow is one of the

principal players in the new FLASH GORDON.
Catny Lee Crosby, the original Wonder Woman, will

have daymares in NIGHTMARE.
TOMB OFTHE FROZEN DEAD, an Anthony Car-

doza production, will combine horror & sci-fi.

Beyond Westworld is heading your way via video.

It IS hoped that Rick Baker, Monster Maker, will be
able to create the Alien Overlords for the televersion

(3 hours) of Arthur C. Clarke's classic Childhood's
End. Of all the science fiction your editor has read in

close to 55 years, this is his favorite, in tandem with S.

Fowler Wright’s “The World Below.” Adapted right,

Childhood's End should be a real tencount (knockout).
MELTDOWN (son of THE CHINA SYNDROME)

will be a nuke-fluke thriller based on the bestselling
novel, “The Prometheus Crisis.”

Roger Corman plans to singlehandedly start
WORLD WAR 3.

hituria fantasia

The titles tumble one over the other, faster! faster!
John Pertwee as DR. WHO fights Llnx, an interplane-
tary enemy, in the TV segment named The Time War-

rior.
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Exclusive! First Look at Artist's Concept ofhow Korluk of Trandor (left) will look (he’s to be portrayed by Herb
Jeffries) and his little companion Klee, the CHILD FROM THE STARS. (Painting by the sensational new art

find Mark Sullivan.)

COUNTDOWN.
OUTER TOUCH.
AFTERMATH.
1941.

THE WATTS MONSTER.
THIRST , . . THE TRUE STORY OF DRACULA

... THE COMEBACK ... AN ODDBALL IN
OUTER SPACE . . . BEAUTY & THE BEAST (new
version from Czechoslovakia) . . . THE OLD HOUSE
(China).

ALUCARDA—a female witch (Mexican).
A TRIP THRU TIME—from Czechoslovakia.
SPACE RANGER—a DC comicharacter.
LASER LADY—a futuristicomedy.
TEENAGE MONSTER RUMBLE-script by

Donald F. Glut, author of the novelization of “The
Empire Strikes Back.”
JONAH HEX— a skull-like horror western figure.

DUCK DODGERS IN THE RETURN OF THE
24V2 CENTURY.
Cosmos, a 13-episode science-faction trip thru time

& space, piloted by popular scientist Dr. Carl Sagan.
Behind the scenes, Forrest & Wendayne (Hooker to

the Rue Morgue) Ackerman have been involved with
creative & translation aspects of the eagerly-awaited
project. There is a strong possibility that some of the
fabulous alien artwork of maestro FRANK R. PAUL
will be seen in color on the telescreen.

re: "mote" control

Science Fiction Dean Robert A. Heinlein calls it

8

“Possibly the finest science fiction nover I have ever
read.” The novel: “The Mote in God’s Eye.” Accord-
ing to our Horrorwood Blvd. spy (Roger Weir of the
Partridge Bookshop—oops! we just blew his cover!)

preproduction work is well underway on the Larry
Niven-Jerry Pournelle collaboration, a lot of elaborate
storyboard-type artwork having been commissioned
for the cinemadaptation. You may very possibly want
to pick up the paperback edition from Pocket Books to
acquaint yourself with the story before seeing the
film. The publishers tell us:

A black hole in space.

And piercing thru, a beam of ruby light brighter

than a hundred moons.
Was it the eye on the face ofGod or the blood-red sun

of our first intergalactic visitors?

The delicate mission of the warship MacArthur—to

seek out & confront an extraterrestrial world where
eerie, silent beings defy known biology . . . where
miniature creatures, idiot sauants, are used as deadly

weapons . . . and where reassuring smiles hide a

planetary secret of devastating universal impact.

“One of the most engrossing tales I’ve read in

years.” enthuses sf pundit Theodore Sturgeon, whose
own “Dreaming Jewels” has interested a Hollywood
producer.

into the unknown
And still the projects emerge from the World of Un-

wrought Things.
THE HAWKLINE MONSTER.



Following nearly three years of preparation and production.Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer will proudly premiere in

every major city in the world an extraordinary motion picture . . CLASH OF THE TITANSl



Somewhere in the future...

the chase has begun.

A Phantomjetmustcatchanddestroy
the last carleftin the world!

We've seen the Last M^n on Earth & the
Last Woman on Earth--now it's the
Last Car on Earth . . . and a Demon
Chopper is determined to wipe it off the
map and turn it into scrap. Which AU-
TChnatically makes it a Must-S^ Pic

like DUEL A DEATHRACE 8000.

m
1 liUluu

i
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mi\
SUM VII— sci-fi with an Egyptian background.
TEST PILOT PIRX—captor of the coveted Golden

Asteroid Award at the iHh Annual International
Festival of Fantascience Films in TVieste. Plot con-

cerns the rapport between man & mentanical as an
astronaut steers his spaceship toward Saturn,
unaware that his crew is partly composed of
automatons.
SATURN 3—with Kirk Douglas.
THE BIONIC BOY.
THE GOOD LEVIATHAN—nuclear power & su-

pernatural power combined in a super-tanker. Story
by Pierre (PLANET OF THE APES) Boulle.
THE INCREDIBLE SHRINKING WOMAN-re-

vised remake of Richard Matheson’s INCREDIBLE
SHRINKING MAN, with LUy Tomlin,

WARHEAD~a $22 million James Bond thriller.

Bram Stoker’s novel "The Jewel of the 7 Stars’’

serves as the basis for THE WAKING, to star
Charlton Heston as an Egyptologist who must fight

to protect his daughter from the thrall of an evil

Queen of the Nile, long dead but exerting an evil in-

fluence from beyond the grave.
THE ELEPHANT MAN-‘‘the ugUest man aUve,”

to be portrayed by John Hurt of ALIEN fame.

THE ROCKY HORROR SHOWS AGAIN.
A musical remake ofTHE PICTURE OF DORIAN

GRAY. (THE SONGBOOK OF DORIAN GRAY?)
EL DIABLO.
HARDLY WORKING ATTACKS STAR

WARS—sequel to Jerry Lewis’ HARDLY WORK-
ING.

Remakes by John Landis of many of the Universal
Golden Age Greats, starting with 'THE CREATURE
FROM THE BLACK LAGOON.
ASSASSINS IN TIME.
CONAN.
Ray Harryhausen’s CLASH OF THE TITANS.
The Bros. Hildebrandt’s URSHURAK.
The final QUATERMASS fUm.
FIVE STAR FIVE
CLAWS.
THE CAT PEOPLE.
THE ERRANT PLANET.
MR. JEKYLL JR.
DYNAMITE JOHNSON-‘‘Mightier & stranger

than KING KONG, Faster than the 6 Million DoUar
Man, Deadlier than the Bionic Woman, more powerful

than a supersonic jet-fighter& atomic battleship com-
bined.’’

VOLCANO ISLAND: Toward the close of the 19th

century a group of convicts escape from a penal colony
but are shipwrecked on a mysterious island where
strange creatures kill anyone approaching the coast.

These amphibious monsters have been spawned by a
scientist & a shady character named Rackham, who is

eventually devoured by the horrible creatures he has
helped to create.

more imagi^novies
A heaping helping of horrors, a fantastic fountain

of fantasies, a Metropolisful of scientifilms, all make
1980 look as hot as Warren Beatty:

TO



“A city trembles when he
walks again”: Vampire.
Richard Lynch about to
launch himself from his cof-
fin in the televampire pic.

f

’CHE
i.nous

John Carradine impersonates Dracula
for the umpteenth time in NOCTURNA:

DRACULA’S DAUt^TER.

A WATCHER IN THE WOODS with Bette Davis,
a hauntedy^iouse spooker from Disney.
DEATHWATCH, based on the DAW pocketbook

"The Unsleeping Eye” by DGCompton.
JAANI DUSHMAN, the first big budget horror

film from India.

IT FELL FROM THE SKY with Buster Crabbe.
L. Ron Hubbard's OLE DOC METHUSELAH.
A.E. van Vogt’s THE HOUSE THAT STOOD

STILL
Lloyd Biggie Jr.’s MONUMENT.
Spider 1 Robinson’s CALLAHAN’S CROSSTIME

SALOON.
Isaac Asimov’s I. ROBOT.

12



Remakes of VILLAGE OF THE DAMNED.
ITl-THE TERROR FROM BEYOND SPACE &
ATTACK OF THE 50-FOOT WOMAN.
Jack Williamson’s DARKER THAN YOU

THINK.
XANADU—A fantasy musical.
Wells/BIoch/Pal's IN THE DAYS OF THE COM-

ET.
Remake of WHEN WORLDS COLLIDE.
A Rick Baker makeup marvel, TANYA'S ISLAND.
A.E. van Vogt’s THE GREAT JUDGE.
Ray Bradbury & Steven Spielberg: SOMETHING

WICKED THIS WAY COMES.
Steven Spielberg’s USED CARS.
SCALPEL.
•’SHARKS! ••

THE LUCIFER COMPLEX.
THE FISH MEN.
PUMAMAN.
SPACE TRAMP . . . ISLAND OF THE LIVING

DEAD . . . THE BEAST & THE VIXENS (R-rated)
. . . THE ALPHA INCIDENT . . . ICEMAN . .

.

BEAUTIFUL {she sells her soul for the goal of Eter-
nal Youth) . . . Kubrick-King’s THE SHINING . . .

DRACULA FEVER ... MAD MAX ... THE
SPACE VAMPIRES . . . C.H.O.M.P.S. (Canine Home
Protection System) . . . INFERNO . . . THE COPS &
THE EXTRA-TERRESTRIALS . . . THE SHERIFF
& THE SATELLITE KID (with Cary ‘'CE3K” Guf-
fey) . . . LILITH & THE ALCHEMIST . . . MARK
OF THE BEAST . . . THE DAY OF DAYS.

mysteriously yours
Richard Matheson probes beyond the veil in BID

TIME RETURN, adapted from his life-after-death

novel “What Dreams May Come." Quoting from the
jacket blurb on the Putnam edition:

Chris Nielsen awakens after a violent car acci-

dent.

In a blur of pain, he senses a hospital room, his

wife, his children.

Then: “1 began to move out through an opening
in my head. l%ere was a buzzing noise, a ringing,

something rushing very fast, like a stream throu^
a narrow gorge. I felt myself bemn to rise. I was a
bubble bimbing up and down. I looked down and
was stunned to see my body lying on the bed. Band-
aged and immobile. Fed through plastic tube'h. I

was connected to it by a cord which glistened with
silver light. Thin, it joined my body at the top ofmy
head. The silver cord, I thought, my God, the silver

cord. I knew that it was all that kept my body liv-

e silver cord snaps.
Chris Nielsen's body dies.

But Chris Nielsen lives on, to tell the extraordi-

nary tale of his own life-after-death in “What
Dreams May Come.”
“What Dreams May Come” is a haunting novel

of a love that could not die, and a man who learned

the pleasures—and the terrors—of life after death.

Agonizing in its portrayal of Chris Nielsen’s love

for his still-living life, harrowing in its depiction of
his descent into the nether regions of the universe

in his desperate effort to find her again, it

represents Richard Matheson, one of Americans
most versatile original writers, at the height of his

powers. Pick up the Ballantine pocketbook by FM fan Donald F.

Glut and read the novelization of the eagerly-awaited
sequel to STAR WARS.

END



STAR TREK HORRY KITS
GREAT PLASTIC MODELS andiHOM ON!

COMMAND BRIDGE K-7 SPACE STATION
T.V. MODEL

STAR TREK NOVEL
AND URSHURAK

STAR TREK NOVEL
Novel of Star Trek, the

' '

'

motion picture! A mons-
trous force is loose in

the galaxy S the crew
of the Enterprise leave
retirement, to fight this
menace! #21406/S2.50

URSHURAK The epic
new fantasy created and
illustrated by the Broth-
ers Hildebrandt! 16 full

color paintings, 54 B &
W illustrations in this
448 page SVd" x SVa ' soft-

cover! #21405/58.95

CALENDAR, POSTER AND POP-UP BOOK

''= MOTION or ' me



S
fm DAY!

DAY!
• A •DAY!

And. after long impatient years of waiting . . . won-
dering . . . wishing . . . the Most Wanted Movie of the
Decade has been released!

Trekkers of the World unite in a cry of triumph:
-STAR TREK lives!"

trek and treat!
It cost more than all the 79 TV episodes that went

before to pave the way for this feature film made to
thrill Trekdom & millions of ‘‘mundanes".
Gene Roddenberry says. "Whether or not one is a

fan of the original series. STAR TREK—THE MO-
TION PICTURE is the culmination of a phenomenon
unsurpassed in our time. For millions of devoted fol-

lowers. the launching one again of the U.S.S. Enter-
prise is an historic occasion. For those unfamiliar with
the series it will serve as an introduction to a gallery of
colorful characters.”

One of the major thrills of the film is seeing the
world’s most famous spaceship, the U.S.S. Enterprise,
in all its giant motion picture screen glory.

This is a new starship.

“A dazzling space machine. 947’ long & 417’

wide—more than 3 times the size of a football field.

“Crew: personnel of 431."

The U.S.S. Enterprise: sevagram of space, a cosmic
city voyaging thru the trackless vacuum of interstellar

. . To meet new life and new civilisations . .
." The

crew of the Enterprlse-'Captain Kirk. Mr. Spock. and
Dr. McCoy--face their greatest adversary in STAR

TREK.
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Captain Kirk returnst Thus do anxious audiences first
glimpse their hero, again played by William Shatner.

Here is the real Starship Enterprise; reworked and re-

fitted, thanks to the fast, handy hands of the special
effects crew. On screen, their work is magnificent!

On the floor of Starfleet Headquarters in San Fran-
cisco, U.S.A. is this seal--the emblem of the mighty

Federation of Planets.

space, boldly exploring where no man has dared go
before.

No man or woman.
Arrowing thru the universe at an incomprehensible

speed of 218 times that of light: 40,540,000 miles a sec-

ond!—145,994,000,000 miles an hour\
This ma^ficent starship’s interior—which your

editor was invited by producer Gene Roddenberry to
examine prior to filming—was built life-size so that
audiences will be able to appreciate onscreen the in-

tricate sections of the giant spacecraft, including—
The bridge
The engineering deck
The medical quarters
The transporter room.
4 huge soundstages on the Paramount lot—the lot

that gave us THE WAR OF THE WORLDS, THE
CONQUEST OF SPACE, THE ISLAND OF LOST
SOULS & DR. CYCLOPS—were appropriated by the
Enterprise. Many months were consumed, creating
the intricate designing and building them to specifica-

tions, every minute detail being precisely structured.
Then each member of the cast was required to learn
how to use the complex instruments on the panels and
to memorize the coding of the kaleidoscopic flashing
lights, signals & videogrids.
8 huge soundstages in all were required to bring

STAR TREK-THE MOTION PICTURE to the
screen.

400 years hence
The story starts in the 23d century.

A heavy Klingon cruiser arcs toward a colossal cos-

mic cloud, a mysterious body of luminescence so great

that it could en^lf an entire solar system.
Klingons, if there are any uninitiated amongst the

readers of these words, are evil aliens.

Longtime arch enemies of Earth.

Villainous extraterrestrials bearing a hatred of

humanity.
A second Klingon cruiser joins the first.

The pair proceeds at warp speed toward the inimical

intruder, the ominous cloud.

As we puU farther back in space and assume an omis-
cient viewpoint we observe that there are 3 Klingon
patrol ships.

Inside the ships, KUngon klaxons clang.

“Battle stations, alert!”

Orders crackle over the intercoms in Klingonese:
“All torpedoes, stand by!”
The torpedo hatch of the lead Klingon cruiser opens

its maw for action. The photon launch tubes glow crim-
son.

Cautiously, the alien ships “inch” toward the menac-
ing cloud of incandescence.
“Torpedoes,” comes the Klingon commander’s com-

mand; “fire]"

The cylinders of destruction race on their appointed
path.

Suddenly—
Ah! The first of many surprises in the picture. You

must see it yourself to find out what happens.

stunned
The observers at Starfleet Monitor Station Epsilon

9 are momentarily paralized by what they see. (The
surprise we can’t tell you about.) Thru Kyperspace
they transmit startling information to SF head-
quarters in SF. (Starfleet hqs in San Francisco.)
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This is just one of the many sleek spaceships that blaze across the screen during STAR TREK:THE MOTION
PICTURE. In this case, it is the Vulcan craft “Surak,” used to bring Mr. Spock back to the place we know of

best- 'the Enterprise!

About all that remains of the cosmopolitan city of

1980 is the TVansamerica Pyramid Bldg and a carefully

preserved relic from the past, the Golden Gate Bridge.
All else is futuristic architecture. Silvery airtrams
streak thru the fog-free skies of the Bay City.

And something new has been added:
Aliens walk the streets of San Francisco, casually

mingling with Terrans:
High-domed Vegans. .

.

Spock-eared Vulcans. .

.

Blue-skinned Andorians, azure of face & body.
Speaking of Spock. well, you’ll get kind of a shock

when you first encounter him again on his native
planet.

exclusive insight
One of the makeup artists on STAR TREK—THE

MOTION PICTURE has been an FM fan since about
1965. He’s worked on THE ISLAND OF DR.
MOREAU. CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE
THIRD KIND. DEMON SEED & other fantasy jobs;

then one day about a year ago came a magic phone call:

Fred Phiflips, who had worked with Lon Chaney Sr.

and assisted on jobs with Boris Karloff as well as be-

ing involved with Fredric March’s Dr. Jekyll & Mr.
Hyde transformation;— this famous pioneer makeup
man called new-generation Richard Schwartz to come
to Paramount Studios to work on ... STAR
TREK-THE MOTION PICTURE!

“I broke all track records running over the the
TREK set,” said the young makeup artist.

This is not the futuristic equivalent of a DRAGNET
lineup! It’s Just three of the strange (and beautiful)

STAR TREK people.
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Now he’s on the planet Vulcan, taking part in a cere'
mony destined to destroy his human half!

Rick Stratton. Fred Phillips designed the new Andor-
ian makeup and Mike Lavalley sculpted the heads to
make the masks.

“There's a new Klingon makeup as well and I

worked on this with Mr. Phillips from his original

design.

“We had to do 6 months’ work in 3 weeks’ time!

There were 18 impressions to be made; 9 molds for the
front of the head and 9 for the back. We had to make
the masks from those molds. I kept hanging signs up
around the makeup department:
HOPE & FAITH!
7 DAYS TO GO!
DO NOT COMPLAIN
BUT USE REASON!

gene not keen; wise decision
“But when the work was complete, Gene Rodden-

berry didn’t like the masks!
“We had to start all over again with new molds!

“then director Robert Wise didn’t like the changes!
“We had to go back to the first concept!

“Life is nothing but hectic on a movie set!’’ RS
assured FM.
Most of his work on STAR TREK, he told FM, was

centered around the “Lemon Chiffon Heads’’, Spock’s
point^ ears, the Andorian makeup (“which I applied’’)

and “I helped on the first Klingon test. Every-

one—even John Chambers—worked under Phillips’

direction. In addition to the previously mentioned
Lavalley & Stratton, that included Mark Segal, Dee
Neill (who did Shatner’s makeup thruout the movie)

and brother Steve, who made the original Spock ears.

“It was a challenging experience!’’

a prince lakes a queen
We interrupt this feature to bring you very sad

news, not only for all STAR TREK fans but the entire

to moldlly go. .

.

2 weeks into production and the Spock ears mold
was destroyed. “Steve Neill had made the original

Spock ears & a Geek head and I had made copies n-om
the origiiial idea,’’ Schwartz told FM. "Now a new ear

mold Iwd to be made by Steve & myself.’’

7 months into production the mold was destroyed
and a third one made. According to Rich, “If you
watch Spock’s ears closely in the movie you’ll notice 3
distinct chants in them!”
Somethinglike 8 months had passed and Rich was

called back to the studio. “This time they needed 3
alien masks that look a lot like David McCallum’s
head in the episode of the TV series The Outer Limits
titled 'The 6th Finger’. They were fondly referred to

as the Lemon Chiffon Heads!’’

Ike big q
Then the Big Question:
“Can you tSl us anything about the new STAR

TREK movie?’’
RS: “Without giving too much of the plot away, I

can say Uiis:

“The Enterprise has been redesigned. It’s more
streamlined now. It’s been in drydock awhile and is be-

ing fitted with the most modem eauipment.
“The crew? Capt. Kirk is now Aam. Kirk. Everyone

from the origuial crew has either been promoted or is

doin^ something else.

“Uke Spock, for instance. He’s retired on Vulcan,
has left his hair grow long and is up in the le^nd^
mountain fastness of the Vulcan Masters meditating,
getting his mind purified, sort of doing the Shangri-la
bit.

“There are a number of alien beings from all over the

universe who stop by the Earth, wmch is at peace now,
and mingle with the Earthlings. Manv of the back-
ground alien masks were made by Mike Lavalley &

It’s the many faces (and haircuts) of Mr. Spock, as
played by Leonard Nimoy. Here he’s floating outside

the Enterprise.
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It’s Starfleet Command, outer space style. Fi> Is it the spaceship Enterprise’s shuttle, ably manned by Chief
nally, the STAR TREK fans get another glimpse Engineer Scott? No! It's a clever, precise model, complete with

of the Federation’s home away foom home. an exactly sculpted Scotty doll.
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A lot has changed on board the Enterprise while it was
away. One of the most obvious changes is this new (and

really weird) crew member.

The special effects people, back at work. STAR TREK
THE MOTION PICTURE was a new challenge for these
technicians since the effects had to be great and differ*

ent.

The new, improved “sickbay.” equipped with a table
that can read volumes. New crewmember Illia lays

down so all her vital functions can be checked.

body of fantasy film fandom.
During the night of Thursday, 11 October 1979.

Prince Sirki came in her sleep to the Queen of Vulcan.
T’Ping of Amok Time, and quietly took her spirit from
among us mortals.

I speak of Celia Lovsky, a darling, valiant lady who,
ill the last years of her life, would go neither to hospital
nor the Hollywood Home for Actors, but lived alone in

order to care for her beloved cats.

She lived in a tiny cottage surrounded by fotos,

posters, paintings & mementoes of her famous
nusband—Peter Lorre.

Her friendship with the late Fritz (METROPOLIS)
Lang stretched back more than 50 years.

She made her first film, THE FOXES OF HAR-
ROW. in 1947; the following year she appeared with
Florence Marly (later to be the QUEEN OF BLOOD)
in SEALED VERDICT with Ray MiUand (THE MAN
WITH X-RAY EYES).
We will never forget the touching performance as

the deaf-mute Mother of Lon Chaney Sr. in THE MAN
OF A THOUSAND FACES.
George Pal has a little tale to tell us about her during

the filming of THE POWER. “Celia was required to

hit George Hanailton in the face with a flyswat-

ter—and she was such a sweet gentle soul that she just
couldn’t bring herself to do it! It was supposed to be
shot as a 2-shot but in the end we had to fake it and did

a closeup of George being hit in the face—with my un-

seen hand wielding the swatter!’’

George Pal’s Associate Producer Gae Griffith re-

members: “When that famous scene in THE POWER
was shot it was bitter cold. I was freezing and every-

one was complaining. Everyone, that is. except Celia.

She was a real trooper & a darling person.”

Gene Roddenberry reminisced: “She was the perfect

choice for the matriarch of Spock’s planet: regal &
charismatic. And she was a joy to work with. God
bless her.”

Robert Bloch: “1 will never forget the talk I had with
her many years ago in your former home. Forry. She
was keenly interested in her profession and had a

wealth of memories going back to the Golden Days of

the German cinema. Like Boris Karloff, she was a very
gentle person.”
Her last screen performance was in the science fic-

tion film SOYLENT GREEN with the late Edward G.
Robinson.

I saw her infrequently during the last years of her
life but spoke with her often on the phone, our conver-
sations lasting as long as an hour.

The firstime 1 ever met Celia Lovskyalmost the first

words she spoke to me were how much she loved the
poem in our pages after Peter Lorre died on 23 March
1964. So, for her sake. I repeat it now:

For 30 years and a few years more
You led our fears thru terror’s door.

With weird wide eyes & strange-voiced lips

Your unique face launched a thousand grips.

To monsterdom, not fiend but friend:

We shall not see your kind again.

Sad-fond farewell, dear Peter Lorre
From all your fans and

Editor Forry
It is ironic that one of Celia Ix)vsky's earliest roles

was on the stage in Germany portraying Alraune
(twice played in films by the METR0P(3LIS robotrix

Brigitte Helm) for Alraune Madragore was soul-

less—and Celia Lovsky was anything but that!

There is a famous mundane film that has been made
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Here's a g^eat g^limpse of the newly updated Bridge.
It’s sleeker, more functional, and photogenic to boot!

4 times, I believe, most recently with Barbra Strei-

sand, before that with Judy Garland. In each version
of the story there is a scene at the end that brings a
lump to the throat & a tear to the eye as the wife ofthe
film star who has committed suicide, herself a star,

steps up to the microphone and, insteading of identify-

ing herself by her own name, proudly proclaims: “This
is Mrs. Norman Main.”

Celia Lovsky was Peter Lorre's first & last love and,
in bidding her farewell, I believe there is nothing that
could be said that would please her more than to say:

“May you be reunited with Aim, dear Celia—Mrs.
Peter Lorre.”

* * « * *

Our space for STAR TREK is at an end now. In clos-

ing, let us say this is only an opening. Gene Rodden-
berry & Robert Wise tell us:

Our picture is what the magic of imagination is all

about.

The power to soar beyond Earth, to be unshackled
among celestial forces, to float freely in that dimension

of space where time exists in a different form.

It is a reality that exists a million light-years away
from now.

If art imitates life, science fiction has attempted to

imitate the beyond. Science fiction is a boundless ter-

rain, stretching the limits of possibility to its nth de-

gree. For the hundreds of artisans involved—actors,
technicians, production coordiruitors—STAR TREK:
THE MOTION PICTURE has meant 3 years of bring-

ing to cinematic life that which has never been seen on
the screen. The goal to dazzle the senses, to make vi-

sions soar. To make possible thatjourney to the second
star to the right, straight on until morning.

Mr. Spock and Captain Kirk drift into a brave new
world ... a world “where no man has gone before!"
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escaoe Stormlroocer

RADIO CONTROLLED JAWAS SAND CRAWLER A genuine working replica of the giant tank-llke sand crawler

alter R2'D2's secret ntessage! Help Luke and Leia and Chewie and Han and all the otl

gang escape deathi 2 nine volt batteries and 2 “0" batteries not Included!
Star Wars action figure

>26196/149.95

ACTION BATTLE
COIVIPUTER

WART
ELECTRQWiC E^iDE CDJIPUTER ^f\lD

MLiU CD(\JTPQLLED 5^(\ID CP^CTLEP

STAR WARS ELECTRONIC BAT-
TLE COMMAND An exciting

inlergalactlc electronic
combat game which allows you
to simulate the battle actions
from Star Wars. From the simple
to the complex, from one to

three players, this new elec-

tronic game allows for any level

of play! Simulate interstellar

doglignis, simulate all the
elements of hyperspace action

such as the landing on Magna,
being trapped In a black hole
and having your force units

drained. Then contend with the

hidden wrinkles of hyperspace
that can bounce you into other
sectors of the universe! For
hours of combat thrills play
against your friends or the

machine itself! Uses 6 AA bat-

teries or a special adapter not in-

cluded! - (f26197/S49.9S

RADIO CONTROLLED
SAND CRAWLER^^^

the mysterious Jawas use to navigate Tatoolne s deserts and seas. This 16 long behemoth on wheels Is con-
irolled by a two channel wireless radio that can operate as far away as 20 feet! The three working tread-like

wheels permit the sand crawler to move in almost any direction. The roof hatch opens to reveal a detailed control
room with enough footpegs for several Jawas. A large side panel opens to become a step ramp Into the interior

of Ihe moving fortress with plenty of room Inside for the transporting of any Star Wars action figure. On the
under carriage of the crawler Is a manual elevator lor lifting salvaged droids into the interior! Use your sand

22 To order any of these items, please see last page of this magazine
for convenient RUSH ORDER FORM.
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This naturally leaves Alquazar out
in the cold.

Unless, of course, he could per-

suade some good & honest hero to

pluck it for him.
Enter one G&H hero. His name,

Prince Hasan. He is the handsome
young heir of the sultan of faraway
Baghdad.He has come to Judar to

ask for the hand of Alquazar’s beau-

tiful step-daughter, Zuleira.

Prince Hasan has not actually

seen Zuleira. How could he? She has
been kept a prisoner in the palace
ever since she was bom. It seems
that Alquazar murdered her father

so that he could marry her lovely

mother. But her mother has long
since been dead and Zuleira remains

Oliver Tobias, who plays Prince
Hasan, takes a break between

takes.

S
INBAD!
The THIEF OF BAGDAD!
Here is a story in that vein,

straight out of the Arabian Nights.
It begins, as all good fairy tales

do, once upon a time, in a land far

away. At the foot of a large moun-
tain is the city known as Judar.
There is no happiness here. It is a ci-

ty of troublea people, for they are
ruled by a cruel & ruthless sorcerer,

the evil Caliph Alquazar. His power
grips the city in fear. He cannot be
resisted.

The secret of his power lies in a
cave, deep within the magic moun-
tain. No one but Alquazar has en-

tered this cave. No one but he
knows about the Mirror of the
Moon and its slave spirit, the spell-

bound soul & doppelganger of the
evil Caliph himself. (Doppelganger
is a German word meaning a ghost-
ly double or counterpart of a living

person.) Alquazar’s doppelganger
wants nothing more than to see the
Caliph’s downfall. If only he could,

he would himself destroy his alter-

ego. But alas, he is a prisoner.

rosey future
Alquazar lacks only one thing

which would make him the most
powerful man in all the world: the
Rose of Elil. He even knows where
this rose can be found. There’s only
one small catch, which his dop-
pelganger is happy to inform him
of: the legendary rose can only be
plucked by a good & honest hero.

Not a sorcerer to be trifled with is

he, Christopher Lee.

a terrified captive. Still, word of her
beauty hs spread across the East-
ern continent. And what with the
arrival of this young prince, there’s

hope for her yet.

out of this whirl
Hasan is fortunate enough to be

witness to the usual angry uprising
by some of the city’s aggravated
citizens. It doesn’t last long. Al-
quazar puts the skids on it by con-
juring up a raging whirlwind. Most
of the people rush inside to escape
possible death. And they know if

they emerge after curfew they'll be
pushing up dirt.

Hasan finds his way to the pal-

ace. There he tells Alquazar the rea-

son for his visit.

Now Alquazar may be a lot of
things—evil, sneaky, dishonest, un-
derhanded, nasty—but stupid he is

not. He takes one look at Prince
Hasan and knows a Good & Honest
Hero when he sees one.
Of course, he thinks the marriage

is a wonderful idea. Terrific. What
could be better than to wed his step-
daughter to the heir to the Sultan of
Baghdad? He’s 100% for it.

Just one little thing first, tho. A
small favor, nothing really. A fair

exchange for the b^utiful Zuleira.
If Hasan would only bring him back
a flower, a rose to be exact, found
only on the enchanted island of Elil,

he would be most grateful.

It doesn’t seem to Hasan that the
Caliph is asking too much. It’s a
bargain.

gueud that bod
Alquazar suggests, to insure

Prince Hasan’s safety, that he take
along a bodyguard. After all, some
of the people in Jadur have been a
tad bit out of hand lately, The
Caliph introduces Hasan to
Khasim.
Bodyguard, nothing. Actually,

this Khasim character is the
Caliph’s “eyes & ears’’, always
searching for signs of trouble in the
market place. (Plus he is quite
gdfted in the fine art of assassina-
tion.) Khasim has already informed
Alquazar that the people of Judar
are already on the ori^ of revolu-
tion. As soon as Hasan has gained
possession of the rose. Khasim is in-

structed to kill him.
As it turns out, the need for a real

bodyguard is almost immediate.
Before the Prince can even get
started on his quest; he is attacked
in the market place.

peachy princess
Majeed is an orphan who, while

crossing the desert with his pet
monkey, happened upon a strange,
blind beggar woman. Being the nice

guy that he is, Majeed offered to

help the old gal. As it turned out, the
old beggarwoman was in fact Va-
hista, a Jinnee princess. She had
been waiting for a thousand years to

be freed from a wicked spell thru the
magic sapphire that Majeed had
found in a peach someone had
tossed to him.
After being transformed back into

her beautiful self, Vahista grants
Majeed three wishes to be used if

ever his life should be in danger.
Majeed is caught in the middle of
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Prince Hasan’s battle after he is

pursued by Alquazar's Mauve Gang
of spies, who attempt to rob him of

the magic sapphire.

The orphan ooy wishes himself to

safety. He, along with Hasan &
Khasim, is whisked onto a magic
carpet. It flies over the rooftops of

the city, toward the enchanted
island of Elii.

Khasim doesn't like this boy with
magic powers. A person with such
power could prevent him from carry-

ing out his mission.

boy overboaid
Khasim takes the first opportuni-

ty to get rid of Majeed. The moment
Hasan isn’t looking, he throws the

young- man over the side of the

carpet. Hasan is powerless to save

his newfound friend.

Getting to the island itself proves

no major problem. It is what hap-

pen^ afterwards that gives Hasan
a run for his money.
First—in order to be reunited with

Majeed. it is necessary for Hasan to

defeat Vahista, who has made her-

self huge & somewhat frightening.

Second—Hasan has to help Ma-
jeed escape from a cavern of gigan-

tic monsters. No ordinary monsters
here. They are made of metal, con-

trolled by the guardian of the pre-

cious rose.

Third—the rose is at the far end of

a long trail, protected by a quag-
mire. surrounded by thorny
branches, plus the petrified forest.

The gruesome truth about this par-

ticular petrified forest is that it is

made from the hands of previous

men who have come, unsurressfully

in seach of the rose

quest perilous
Majeed wishes him luck as Hasan

begins the dangerous quest. But his

efforts prove fruitless. Well, turn
about is fair play, so Majeed. using
his small size to his advantage,
makes his way between the deadly
branches, across the petrified forest

of hands, and returns with the rose,

which he gives to Hasan.
Khasim moves with the swiftness

of a cobra. He strikes a terrible blow
at Hasan, snatches the rose and
leaps onto the magic carpet for a

quick getaway. But it isn’t quick
enough. Maje^’s pet monkey saves
the day by grabbing the flower from
Khasim. He must now return to

Jadur, and Alquazar, without it.

Alquazar is less than pleased.
And Alquazar being what he is. he is

not someone whom one should real-

ly get on the bad side of.

Khasim begs for mercy but his

plea falls on deaf ears.

Poof.

Khasim is transformed into a

huges, ugly toad, probably his true

personality all along.

Zuleira manages to sneak away
from the confines of the palace and
decides to do a little snooping. She
discovers the Mirror of the Moon,
the secret of Alquazar’s evil power.

And she is caught!
Back on the enchanted island of

Elil, Majeed calls upon the power of

the sapphire to return Prince Hasan
to life.

There is no time to waste.
The magic rose returns Majeed &

Hasan to Jadur.

desUnallon: caliphomia
There is only one thing left to do

now: overthrow the wicked Caliph

and rescue Zuleira in the process.

'They enlist the aid of Aou. whose
carpet shop in the bazaar has been

the center of revolutionary activity.

Abu informs the rest of the rebels of

the plan, including Asaf, a burly

brassworker, and Selim, a water car-

rier.

Achmed, head of the Caliph’s

acrobatic spy ring, gets wind of the
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plan. He informs Alquazar.
The sorcerer calls upon his black

powers to defeat our 2 heroes.
Will Prince Hasan save the beau-

tiful Zuleira?

Can Majeed survive Alquazar’s
evil powers?
Wnat will happen when Abu and

his men come face to face with Ach-
med & his deadly army?
Who will win the flying carpet

battle?

Is it possible that, against all

odds, go^ will triumph over evil?

You^ find the answer to all of

these questions and much, much
more wnen you see ARABIAN AD-
VENTURE, producer John Dark’s
magical fantasy adventure.

dark knowledge
"It is the real pure classical fairy

story," Dark says. "And like all real

fairy stories it combines a lot of ro-

mance & beauty with a lot of unpre-
dictable scary happenings & the
kind of violence one read about as a
child in the occult world of Eastern
fairy tales.

"These Eastern tales, such as
‘The Thousand and One Nights’,
abound with lovely excursions into

pure fantasy. It is a very beautiful

period & a very beautiful territory

and we hope to recreate, in our story,

the archit^ture & the wide variety
of costume of the time, in addition to
some very exciting & colorful spe-

cial effects—special effects such as
an army of flying carpets, the dis-

tant magic of this Eastern lore.

"ARABIAN ADVENTURE is

an amalgam of lots of stories, lots of

ideas from Eastern le^ndary litera-

ture, introducing occmtism, a magic

mirror, a wicked sorcerer, a hand-
some prince, a beautiful princess . .

.

all woven into a fascinating script

by Brian Hayles, author of WAR-
LORDS OF ATLANTIS and one of
the most vividly imaginative tal-

ents in the writing field ... I have
ever come across.

"We simply asked him to write an
Eastern fairy story and he came up
with ARABIAN ADVENTUR^
which contained all the ingredients
for dazzling& escapist fan^y enter-
tainment beyond our wildest
dreams.
"The story really boils down to a

quest for truth & beauty against
tne forces of darkness & evil, repre-

sented by Alquazar, the Caliph who
rules his kingdom of hard-working
tradesfolk with despotic tyranny.
But like most megalomaniacs, he is

struggling for total power on an
even larger scale. Total power in

this case means the possession of

the mamc rose on the enchanted
island of Eiil, which he is told by the
imprisoned soul of his alter ego or
better self can only be pluck^ by
somebody who is pure & honest.”
The producer stopped himself

from revealing any more of the plot
but did talk a little more about Al-
quazar.

guessing game
"Alquazar is a tall, dark, hand-

some, hightenin^-looking man—

a

completely domineering megalo-
maniac with a resonant voice wnich
booms thru his kingdom from his

magic mountain top. To play this

role it was necessary to find an ac-

tor who had the physical attributes,

the acting ability and who instantly

Two ofthe Caliph’s henchmen bring news to Alquazar via aerial express.
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conjured up to the screen audience
an aura of evil as soon as he ap-

peared on the scene. There can ^
only one actor who has all these cap-

abilities—and in addition the versa-

tility to switch from the wicked
sorcerer to Alquazar’s doppel-
ganger, his imprisoned soul spirit

who longs for nis freedom to sup-
port the forces of good who strike to

overthrow the evil sorcerer."

Now who could that actor be?
Can you guess? His is a very famil-

iar face ^ horror movie fans. Here
are a few clues. He has played:

The Frankenstein monster.
Count Dracula.
The Mummy.
Henry Baskerville.

Fu Manchu.
Rasputin, the Mad Monk.
Still a few of you who don’t know,

eh? Well, he has also appeared in:

CORRIDORS OF BLOOD.
THE MAN WHO COULD

CHEAT DEATH.
CITY OF THE DEAD.
HANDS OF ORLAC.
TERROR OF THE TONGS.
CASTLE OF TERROR.
THE GORGON.
He has fought the Devil as the

Due de Richleau and has served the
Devil in HORROR HOTEL. He has
played Count Dracula in at least 7

films. He now rivals Bela Lugosi for

being identified with the role.

"he had to be lee"
If Christopher Lee doesn’t know

how to play a totally evil character
by now, after appearing in more
than 50 terror fums, then nobody
does. Lee takes his evil roles seri-

ously and doesn’t like it when some
producer or director approaches the
genre with their tongue in their

cheek.
"I think that sort of attitude is

playing down to the public," Lee
said. "I don’t think j>eople like it. I

don’t think they appreciate it either,

because people who go to see a char-

acter like that are going to see him
seriously. They don’t laugh at him.
That I know. They may laugh at
some of the things in the picture

but they’d never laugh at me ... to

my knowledge.”
We doubt very much if anyone

will be laughing at Christopher Lee
in ARABIAN ADVENTURE.
Booing & hissing, maybe. But not
laughing.
Others in the cast include Milo

O’Shea in the role of Khasim, Al-

quazar’s toadying spy. Oliver
'Tobias plays the handsome & fear-

less Prince Hasan. Emma Samms is

the beautiful Princess Zuleira. Ma-



A duel to the death for
Prince Hasan as he
attempts to rescue the

princess.

jeed’s part is handled by Puneet
Sira. Be also on the lookout for

PETER CUSHING & Mickey
Rooney.

six pix
ARABIAN ADVENTURE marks
the 6th John Dark/Kevin Connor
joint venture. Their first 3 films

were BEYOND THE GRAVE.
THE LAND THAT TIME FOR-
GET & AT THE EARTH’S CORE.
Both THE LAND THAT FOR-

GET & AT THE EARTH’S CORE
were adaptations of Edgar Rice
Burroughs stories. The first picture

starred John McEnery, and Doug
McClure, who would repeat his role

in the second adventure-fantasy
that also starred Peter Cushing &
Caroline (STAR CRASH,
GOLDEN VOYAGE OF SINBAD)
Munro.

Their third Burroughs feature.

THE PEOPLE THAT TIME FOR-
GOT. proved equally successful for

the Kevin Connor-John Dark team.
This time Patrick Wayne was in the

lead: most FM fans will remember
he was Sinbad in the most recent

Hanyhausen adventure. SINBAD

AND THE EYE OF THE TIGER.
U il^oug McClure was also in PEO-

nfc ^ VI iV PLE THAT TIME FORGOT but

^ ^ n he was lost for a good deal of the

Viml The team decided it was time for

n a change. Rather than adapt still

,
another Burroughs novel—and

' ^ there are certainly plenty of

,

•
• IB them—they formed their own story

''1'
-. , - <

idea. It was in the same mold— fan-

l \ ('v.
' !

'

tasy. adventure, science fiction.

VV ^ V*"
. i script by ARABIAN ADVEN-

aWt.. ’^*4 fcsll. TUnE 's creator. Brian Hayles. The

|3||^
' JH result was WARLORDS OF AT-

LANTIS. an exciting underwater

^ adventure complete with a giant oc-

W topus. mutated monsters (^args &
V*' Mogdaans) plus the undersea world

There’s certainly nothing new
about Atlantis, which has been the

subject of a number of fantasy-ad-

venture pictures, including George
Pal’s ATLANTIS THE LOST

, I
CONTINENT. But Dark & Connor

^ approach each of their projects with

Be fresh enthusiasm.
ARABIAN ADVENTURE

Princes Zuleira (Emma Samms) should prove to be as exciting as
wonders if she will ever escape their previous efforts,

from the tyrannical Alcpiazar.
END



THE LEGACY
M

A cat has 9
lives but for some
humans one is

enough -- if it’s

eternal.

. of terror
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The water in the pool mysterioualjr
takes on a iflaasy surface . . . and the

Btriminer drowns.

MACK!
By the time Maggie Walsh(Katherine Ro9s)&her
boyfriend, Pete Danner(Sam Elliot) see the 1937

Rolls Royce round the blind curve in the road, it is too

late to do anything but run into it.

Their motorcycle coUides with the car. The impact
sends the young pair flying thru the air. Their bc^es
strike the pavement. They are dazed & confused.
As they lie'^there, hurt, stunned, it occurs to them

that the idea of touring the beautiful English country-
side by motorcycle may not have been so good after

all.

The next thing they see are 2 men. One is Jason
Mountlive (John Standing). He is the owner of the car.

The other is Harry (Ian Hogg), the chauffeur. They ask
if the two of them are badly hurt. Maggie & Pete take
inventory and decide, except for a few minor scrapes,

the spill has left them virtually unharmed.
The same, however, cannot be said for their motorcy-

cle. The machine has come to a rest in a hed^ off to
one side of the road. The wheels spin uselessly. It’s a
complete wreck.
Jason Mountlive apologizes to them. He offers to

make arrangements about the motorcycle in one of the

nearby villages. Perhaps they can fix it or supply a
new one. Whatever, until something can be done about
their transportation, he invites them to his home for a
spot of tea.

Pete & Maggie are reluctant. And still a little

shaken. But they don’t know what else to do. They’re
stranded out in the middle of nowhere if they don’t

take the English gentleman up on his offer. So they go
with him.

enigmatic englfahman
A mysterious telephone call has brought the young

couple to England. Maggie is a designer. Pete is an
architect. The two live together and work together in

Los Angeles.They have been invited to England for an
assignment.

Jason Mountlive's home turns out to be a gigantic
mansion of the 16th century variety. Maggie & Pete
are quite surprised. Neither of them seems to notice

that their host appears to be aging before their very
eyes. Nor do they see the pill that Jason secretly pops
into his mouth.
The car pulls to a stop. Maggie steps out of the Rolls

and is immediately frightens by a ferocious, snarling
Doberman.

Jason’s command quiets the animal.
Maggie is still a little shaken. First she’s knocked off

a motorcycle and then she’s confronted by a vicious

canine.

Jason assures her she’s safe from the dog and tells

the two of them to go on inside and find his nurse. It is

she who will take care of whatever cuts or scratches
they have.

Pete & Maggie enter Ravenhurst.
Jason nearly loses his footing. The moment the

young couple are out of sight he has allowed himself

the luxury of being old. He doesn’t have to pretend
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any longer. The chauffeur rushes lo his side to support
Jason’s aged body. He looks tired . , . weak., He’S not at

all like a man who is supposed to be in his 40s.

Harry ushers Jason into the house.

The cat is waiting for him. Jason’s white cat.

He strokes it, careful not to get the fur caught by the
uncommon-looking silver signet ring that he wears on
the finger of one of his mottled hands.

macabre mansion
Meanwhile, Maggie & Pete explore the multi room

mansion. It’s quite different from their place back in

Los Angeles.
And then, once again, Maggie is frightened. An

ominous figure moves from the shadows.
It is the nurse, Adams. She introduces herself. “I

didn't mean to frighten you. Follow me. please.”

She leads them down a corridor to one of the rooms
which, she informs them, will be their room for as long
as they intend to stay.

The room is already prepared. It s cleaned & dusted.

The sheets on the b^ are freshly washed.
It's as though they have been expected
But that’s impossible.

Isn’t it?

curious quartet
The next mysterious event is the arrival of 4 more

guests. They are:

Karl {Charles Gray), a self-assured German with a

granite jaw and a shock of silver white hair;

Jacques (Lee Montague), a sophisticated, successful

international French hotelier;

Barbara (Hildegard Neil), an arrogant ex-model, now
the head of a large publishing company; and
Maria {Marianne Broome), a young & pretty Italian.

Maggie & Pete watch this quartet people from theii

bedroom window. They step out of the helicopter in

which they have arrived ana march toward the house.
The couple speculates about the new arrivals. But

not for too long. Peter wants to take a shower.
He adjusts the spray to suit him, removes his

clothes and steps into the shower.

Suddenly, and for no apparent reason, the water be-

comes scalding hot. It splatters against his body mer-
cilessly.

He manages to escape before any real damage is

done.
He begins thinking that there’s something peculiar

about Ravenhurst. There’s something peculiar about
the two of them being there. Adding to his mounting
suspicions is Pete’s duscovery of a 16th century por-

trait hanging on one of the walls of the mansion. It’s a

g
ainting of a woman who looks exactly like Maggie.
ete’s curiosity turns to concern. Perhaps, he thinks,

the encounter with the Rolls Royce wasmt an accident
at ail.

Still another guest comes to Ravenhurst. This time
it is Clive Jackson (Roger Daltrey), a corrupt manager
of various rock groups. When he joins the others, Karl
announces that The Six are together at last.

the unholy 6
The Six are all very rich.

The Six are all, as Jacques states, m Jason's
everlasting debt.

And all six wear identical silver signet rings.

While 'The Six, or at least five of them, are chatting

with one another, Maria decides to take advantage of

the indoor swimming pool. She moves thru the water
gracefully, an expert swimmer. After some practice
strokes, she submerges her body all the way under-
water. But just as water had become an enemy to Pete,
likewise Maria soon learns the terrible fate in store for
her. For when she paddles her way to the surface of the
water, she feels a barrier, as tho she has b^ome a pris-

oner. Desperately she swims thru the water, pushing at
the water’s surface, trying to find a hole that wiU aUow
her rise and gulp lungfuls of precious air. Hopelessly
she struggles. Only the white cat is there to witness
the grotesque event. Oh, yes. And some mysterious
person seen only as a shadow on the floor, next to the
cat.

When Maria's body is finally discovered, her death
is a shock to everyone. None can understand how such
an expert swimmer could have drowned. The cat can’t
tell them about the water, which is perfectly normal
now.

ring of doom
Maggie is summoned to Jason’s room.
Alone.
When she enters she is surprised to find the rest of

the guests already there. They are gathered around
Jason’s bed as tho it were some kind of shrine they had
come to worship at. It is a creepy sight to say the least

and all at once she wonders if she has made a mistake
in coming there.

A hand shoots from behind the plastic curtain. It

grabs her wrist. It is cold & clammy.
Maggie tries to puli free but it is as tho she is caught

in a vise. She can't understand how a hand so gnaned
& feeble-looking can be so powerful.
Another hand pushes its way between the curtains.

Only this one isn’t making any attempt to grasp her.

Instead it offers her something.
The ring.

The next thing Maggie sees is Pete’s concerned face.

She knows she must have fainted and takes comfort in

the fact that she is back in her room.
The ring is on her finger.

Maggies tries to slide it off.

Pete tries to slide it off.

The ring is immovable, almost as if it has become a

part of her hand.
There is only one thing left for them to do.

Run.

in the grip oi the iinhnown
Making sure they aren’t seen, Maggie & Pete beat

a hasty retreat from the house and to the stables where
they find a couple of horses to use in their escape plan.

Together they ride away from Ravenhurst. toward the
nearest village. They can get help there. They’ll be
safe.

Or so they think.

The first village they come to is almost deserted.

And somehow the local inhabitants aren’t there any-
more. They have all been replaced by the servants
from Ravenhurst.
No time to lose now. They return to the mansion and

steal the Rolls. But like characters in some horrible

nightmare, Pete & Maggie find themselves back at the
mansion, the car acting with a wUl of its own.
Maggie knows now that there is no choice in the

matter. Whatever is hap^ning is beyond their power
to stop or escape from. They will have to remain and
see it to its conclusion. She is frightened.

But Maggie isn’t the only one feeling the grip of fear.
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Jason'-“a mass of tubes
surrouuding his face as
if some maci tarantula
spun a web around him.”

Karl is worried since the incident with Clive. It seems
the poor bloke choked to death on a chicken bone. The
nurse had done everything she could but he died in the

middle of a tracheotomy. What startled Karl more
than anything else was the fact that Clive hadn’t eaten
any fowl that evening. So when he sees Maggie & Pete,

he tells them—

"the secret of ravenhurst"
The portrait that Pete had seen earlier—the woman

who looked like Maggie—was, in fact, a witch who had
been burned at the stake for practicing the black arts.

Jason is her illegitimate son. And since the woman
was killed during the 16th century, that makes Jason
several hundred years old. This is possible because he

has inherited the witch's power & her soul. And Mag-
gie is the descendant of that witch.

Before Karl leaves them he hands them a book.

Satan 's Law, which the witch had left behind.

Newsclippings, discovered while they study the con-

tents of the book, reveal that each of the guests at

Ravenhurst have criminal records. The two who have
died did so in the same manner that they caused some
other person's death. No such information exists on
Jacques, however.
Jacques must be the murderer. And then it happens.

mirror of murder
Barbara is sitting in front of her mirror when the

glass suddenly explodes. The jagged pieces slice her
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Gruesome remains of one of the guests in the macabre
mansion of mystery & horror.

flesh like knives. One piece goes deep into her chest . .

.

thru her heart.

Karl is standing near a fireplace. In an instant,

flames lash out to envelope his body. Pete would later

find his charred remains lying on the cobblestones in

the courtyard.

When Barbara is found, there are no fragments of

glass poking her body like a pin cushion. The mirror is

whole. Just like with Maria, there is no evidence of

what actually transpired.

Before anything else can happen, Pete finds an old

crossbow to use as a weapon before confronting Jac-

ques, whom he believes to oe the murderer. They fight.

Pete wounds Jacques but is himself hurt when his op-

ponent shoots him in the leg with the blast from a
shotgun.

around him. His features are unrecognizable. His hair
is white & thin, stiff & wiry like straw. His skin has
become misshapen with the age of hundreds of years.
The old man tells Maggie that he had made a pact

with the Devil. Eternal Bfe for 5 damned souls.

Maria.
Clive.

Karl.

Barbara.
Jacques.
Eternal life which will live on in Maggie's form.

immortal evil
Pete manages to struggle his way into the mansion

and to Jason’s bedroom. Nurse Adams is guarding the
door. Pete tries to push his way past her but she re-

strains him. With all his strength, he pulls her body
away from the entrance and throws her down the
stairs. He then proceeds to destroy Jason’s room,
smashing everything in sight. A fire breaks out. The
flames lick at Jason^s decrepit form.

Pete takes Maggie into his arms. Together they
walk down the stairs.

Nurse Adams is nowhere to be seen now. Instead
there is the contorted, lifeless body of the cat.

Maggie revives it. And it becomes Nurse Adams.
The servants gather around to offer Maggie their

respect & devotion.
Maggie takes Pete’s hand and slides the signet ring

onto one of his fingers. She has accepted her legacy.

*****
It looks as if Jimmy Sangster’s legacy to his audi-

ence is millions of goosebumps & tingled spines. San^
ster is responsible for the orimnal story on which THE
LEGACY is based. He's right at home with bursting
mirrors, deadly swimming pools, sinister fireplaces,

witches, murders & spooky old mansions.
Jimmy Sangster began his writing career with Ham-

mer Films. He was the one who wrote THE CURSE
OF FRANKENSTEIN & X-THE UNKNOWN, 2

features released together in the summer of 1957. It

wasn’t long before he was back at the typewriter, this

time to script a remake of Universal’s classic DRA-
CULA which had starred Bela Lugosi. Hammer's
DRACULA, known in the United States as HORROR
OF DRACULA, not only insured Sangster of a place
in horrordom but the film's 2 stars, Christopher Lee &
Peter Cushing, as well.

ready, aim, fear!
Standing on top of the roof, Jacques now sets his

sights on Maggie.
Ready.
Aim.
A light saueeze on the trigger and . .

.

The barrel closes.

The rifles explodes.
The blast knocks Jacques off his balance,

backwards.
He falls thru the glass roof of the pool.

Maggie is now convinced that she is somehow re-

sponsible for all of the deaths. There’s only one person
who can tell her how & why. She hurries away from
Pete to find Jason.
Once again Maggie enters Jason Mountlive’s bed-

room. This time, it is she who pushes her way thru the

plastic curtains.

Jason is there, in bed, a mass of tubes surrounding
his face as if some mad tarantula had spun a web

oul of lock
Next came THE MUMMY. Once again Peter Cush-

ing was the good ^y and Christopher Lee, wrapped in

cloth, was the baddie. Everyone remembers the scene
where Lee smashes thru the glass doors to get to Peter
Cushing in his libraiy. Lee certainly remembers. “It

was a prop door made of light wood,’’ explained the
actor. “But part of the trick in that sort of thing is to
make sure the door isn’t locked so that it burst open
just after your blow begins to splinter it. On this occa-

sion, the door had b^n locked. I nearly knocked
myself out going thru it and dislocated my shoulder.

Going thru swamps, holding girls out in front of

me—the strain on one’s arms & back is tremendous.
And with all the wires & tubes & jets & pipes in the
studio tank crashing into your shins ... I was tom to

bits, bleeding all over the place.”

But those difficulties didn’t seem to stop Lee, who
paraded thru a series of horror movies, more often
than not as Dracula. And the only difficxilty Sangster
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Mirror, mirror on the wall--why did you shatter and make her dead fall?

suffered was running out of typewriter ribbons.

The same year that HORROR OF DRACULA was
released, both BLOOD OF THE VAMPIRE & THE
MAN WHO COULD CHEAT DEATH played to

frightened audiences.

Other Sangster credits include THE TROLLEN-
BERG TERROR (known in the U.S. as THE CRAWL-
ING EYEl, SCREAM OF FEAR. MANIAC, THE
NANNY, THE ANNIVERSARY. FEAR IN THE
NIGHT and, serving as director. HORROR OF
FRANKENSTEIN & LUST FOR A VAMPIRE.

the ghast cast
Several members of THE LEGACY cast are also no

strangers to horror & sci-fi.

Katharine Ross became one of the robot STEP-
FORD WIVES and had to battle a horde of grasshop-

pers in Irwin Allen’s THE SWARM. (It could have
been worse; Peter Graves had to battle giant swarms
of grasshoppers in BEGINNING OF THE END.)
^m Elliot barely escaped croaking by FROGS a few

years back when he & Ray Milland starred together in

that film.

Marianne Broome, a former Olympics swimmer who
plays the Italian society hostess, started her film

career with ROLLERBALL. She was also the French
princess in THE SLIPPER & THE ROSE.

And who can forget Charles Gray as the evil Mocate
in THE DEVIL RIDES OUT (also known as THE
DEVIL'S BRIDE) or his villainous role of Blofeld in

the James Bond adventure DIAMONDS ARE FOR-
EVER. He was also, just for the record, the narrator of

THE ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW.

diabolical debut
However, the director of THE LEGACY, Richard

Marquand, is new to horror films. In fact, he’s new to

films. This marks his directorial debut.

“My research has been to screen every possible

movie of the genre I could find and to see how the

masters work,’’ said Marquand. He smiled a bit when
he confessed that he normally didn’t watch horror

movies. “They scare the living daylights out of me!
“THE LEGACY is a modem story of the real world

and that is why the events that take place are so fright-

ening.

“We took a long time to find the right locations. We
needed a manor house that was both elegant and look-

ed as tho it had been lived in for generations, and we
found one in Surrey. Our luckiest find was the village

of Hambleden in Kent. We had extraordinari ly specific

requirements. The village had to be within easy reach of

London, with a look of a contained hamlet. No petrol

pumps or telephone wires.
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Mag^gie iearas Jason's terrible
seoret-'and receives her fantastic

“It had to have 3 roads leading into it. It had to have tional film, the audience just wants to see everything,
a butcher’s shop with a garage within 20 yards. The It’s got to have atmosphere but you can’t have dark
garage had to have an open workshop area in the front, shadows in a comedy, for example, because the au-
an office with plate glass windows and beyond that a dience needs to know everything is light & airy. But in

further workshop area with a hydraulic lift for a car. a terror film like this, you can let dark shadows play a
We drove into this village, parked the car and there it great part, so the audience isn’t sure if anything is

was. Just perfect. Predestination. However, I suppose lurking in there. It’s what you don’t show that
you start looking for the supernatural when you’re in- sometimes makes it frightening.’’

volved in this sort of movie.
’

’ The 1 6th century manor house of Loseley Park, sur-
They didn’t have to look far. It seemed that the 1937 rounded by rolling fields, seemed an idyllic pastoral

Rolls Royce, a featured player in the film, met with so scene and hardly the setting for the macabre happen-
many mishaps that it became known as “Jason’ Jinx’’, ings of THE LEGACY.
For some time the car refused to travel in anything por Sam Elliot, it seemed that the sequence in which

but reverse gear.
, . , , .

he attempted to rescue Maria (Marianne Broome) from
Traveung to location, sometmng happened to its the deadly swimming pool would be a snap. He had,

back a^e ^d steam be^n pouring from it. after all, spent fds summer high school vacations as a
The final caper was a flat tire. lifeguard in local swimming pools. He was, in fact, the

star of the movie LIFEGUARD. But such was not the
Stormy weather case.

The weather during the shooting of THE LEGACY “The rescue was hard for me to deal with,” Elliot

was abysmal. It rained for several days and the sky said, “because what was right for the camera angles
was gloomy & foreboding. Normally a production out- was not technically right to save someone.”
fit wants to avoid this type of weather like plague. It THE LEGACY is a Universal picture, released in

meansdelays, always costly when you’re paying an en- Technicolor & Dolby Stereo, produced by David
tire crew to sit around waiting for the sun to shine. But Foster who was re^onsible for the suspenseful psy-
such was not the case this time. “It was wonderful for chological thriller PRE'TTY POISON. The running
us,” cameraman Dick Bush explained. “In a conven- time is 100 minutes.
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MiStYlminv

If you think you rocognlze thi* foco you con
toll US the name of the movie the bMtt ap-
peared In. It wai a British film that took us back
to the good ol' doys of witchcraft & witch hunts.
That would-be hunters hadn't reckoned on the
most dreadful curse of all time and because of
their Ignorance they unleashed a terror beyond
description! Rearrange the clue below and you
should come up with the title of this movie.
FETCH HER BY A NOSE

MYSTERY PHOTO No.119
Lastime it was THE PHANTOM OF THE PARADtSE that

puzzled many of our readers. At we went to press,
answers were still coming in on #117, and among those
who correctly Identified Elsa Lanchester as the Bearded
Lady were DAVID PALEN, CLYDE O. EURE, GLENN CRAC
ZYK, JAMES WALTERS, JIM $. HART. DAVID NICHOLS.
CHAS. G. BENTLEY, DONNA ST. JAMES, BOB BAUBLITZ,
KEVIN SPICER, RANDY CARICO. ROBIN KIRBY, CATHY
BARNES, JOHN OJEDA, SCOH KERN, WALTER PIECUCH,
LAWRENCE WOLFF, ANDY LEFY A "SKROOVIUS".
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shedding some lightonm

This robot can't think, it can only kill with deadly accurate laser beams.
It's Just one of the dangers presented during Walt Disneys Production's

30 million dollar epic THE BLACK HOLE.

B lack coal dipped in the
darkest tar, wrapped in a
grizzly bear’s eclipsethat ap-

E
roximates the BLACKNESS of a
lack hole.

A black hole may be described as
an ebon enigma.
A nothingness that’s something

else.

A funnel to infinity.

A cosmic tunnel. Or:
A dynamic
Dramatic
Dynamite
Demolishing
Multimillion $ Space Epic from—
Disney!

a disneying experience
Since even the educated gfuesses

of famous astronomers leave room
for wild speculation concerning the
properties of a black hole, as we go
to press we have the spectacle of a
titantic cinematic undertaking
scheduled for Christmas re-

lease—which around Halloween
didn't yet have an ending!
Not since 2001: A SPACE OD-

YSSEY has there been such a fan-

tastic situation.

Arthur C. Clarke & Stanley Ku-

36

brick huddled for an entire year
over the script of 2001, then produc-
tion was started without a climax
having been contrived] Con Peder-
son. artist & sci-fi author, was called

over to London to rescue the script

by creating an ending for the pic-

ture.

We all know the result.

But as the words are written, we
don't know what the finale of THE
BLACK HOLE will consist of.

Some weird rumors have leaked
out.

One has it that the intrepid

adventurers go thru the holocaustic
hole and come out the other end . .

.

over the Vatican in Italy! (From
Black Hole to Holy Mass? Well, it

would be different.)

Another scenario has time slow
down and stop as the astronauts
take a kind of Moebius trip lasting
thru all eternity.

Again— this notion might be
called “The Amazing 50-MUe Wo-
man’’—it has been suggested that
the spaceship Cygnus, which is cap-
tured by the gravitic forces of the
Black Hole, emerge from the other
end of the hole to land ... in the
palm ofa giantess ofa Giant World] Robert Forster stars as Capt. Holland and Yvette Mimieux co-stars as Dr.

McCrae in THE BLACK HOLE.
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The towering robotic creation known as Maximillian stands at the forefront of the shrouded aliens, awaiting
the arrival of the human explorers.

Hooded humanoids, with illuminated eyes like Morlooks, perform a
macabre funeral service for one of their deceased kind in the deeps of

space

beyond belief
You know something?
Nearly 50 years before black

holes were ever heard of, when I

was in my early teens, I put my tiny

brain to work speculating about
what might be at the end of space.

I wrote (handwrote, I think) a

story called “Beyond the End of

Space”. (A few years later; 1933. to

be exact; a young newcomer by the
name of John W. Campbell Jr. had a
story by the same title published in

Amazing Stories. I don’t recall

what the legendary Campbell pos-

tulated would be found beyond the
end of space, and my story was nev-

er published; but I do recall the de-

nouement of my tale.)

My spaceship soared thru the
Universe, galaxy beyond galaxy,

clean across the Cosmos, out be-
yond the stars into a realm of
Stygian blackness; a lightless, mat-
terless, voidal vacuum of utter no-
thingness.
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The art of PETER ELLENSHAW as he renders a startling sequence of destruction involving the starship
Cygnus in THE BLACK HOLE.

Until-
A wall suddenly confronted my

cosmonauts!
A curving wall, as tho the interior

of a hollow globe.

The Explorers into Infinity (as

Ray Cummings would have named
them) turned disintegrating rays on
the wall, as I recall, and bore a tun-

nel thru it.

And when they came out on the
other side, what did they find?

Their spaceship was on the shore
of an alien sea.

Our entire Universe was con-

tained in a grain of sand on a
greater world'.

Wouldn't it be funnv if what I

daydreamed up as a kid in high
school, way back in 1929 or 1930,
became the surprise ending of this

great space adventure film?

It seems as sensible an ending
as any.

Not to worry, tho, Disney
Studios, if your cUmax should hap-
pen to copy mine: I don’t believe Confrontation! Creation & creator.Maximilian(left) wonders what Max-

imillian fright! has on its mochanical mind
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The crew of a misg'uided American spaceship get caught up in the adventure of a lifetime ... on a ship head*
ing for a black hole.

anybody ever saw my unpublished ship U.S.S. Palomino lost among cent informs First Officer Pizer.
story except perhaps my grandpar- the stars as a narrator’s voice sets When 55-year-old scientifically-
ents or maybe one of the members the scene for us: trained journalist Harry Booth gets
of my Boy’s Scientifiction Club. . . “Man’s long search for life in the a look at Hole he lets out a whistle.

last uncharted area of this galaxy is “Whew! Right out of Dante’s in-

xniflS present drawing to a dose.” femo!’’
Thefilmopens(bothliteraUy&fig- We are only a few minutes into Dr. Alex Durant, astrophysicist,

urativelylthe day before Xmas.That the film when Vincent, a mentanical elaborates:

is to say, in the movie the date is described as “an all-purpose person- “The most destructive force in

December 24, and the picture itself ality-plus robot’’ announces that the Universe, Harry. Nothing can
has been scheduled for Xmas re- the holographic scanner has sighted escape it—not even light.’’

lease. a Black Hole—“the largest Black Pizer replies: “Every time I see

We see the deepspace explorer hole I have ever encountered,” Vin- one of those things, I expect to spot

On a crumbling catwalk, a trio ofastronauts, their only weapon a lasergun, battle to escape from the spaceship
being demolished by THE BLACK HOLE.
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THE BLACK HOLE has its own share of laser blasts! As the monstrous whirlpool in space approaches the ship,
a desperate battle is fought to escape. Here, two sentry robots get the worst of it.

Mad Scientist Hans Reinhardt as
portrayed by consummate actor

Maximilian Schell.

a guy in red with horns & a pitch-

fork.”

Dan Holland, veteran command
pilot chimes in: “It’s a monster,

alright!”

And we’re on our way to a rendez-

vous with spaceship Cygnus:
A ghost smp. . .

A Flying Dutchman of deep
space.

A Marie Celeste of the celestial

void. .

.

M.4iles
Here are a few quotes to whet

your appetites:

“It’s eerie. I feel like a thousand
eyes are watching us—but where
are they?”
The red light of the monster robot

Maximillian bums an angry warn-
ing.

“A classic confrontation—David
& Goliath, except this time David is

overmatched.”
“Those robots aren’t any friend-

lier than Dr. Frankenstein’s mon-



Death (?) of a mechanoid? See the film and find out!

ster here!”
“Tbnight we stand on the brink of

a feat unparallelled in space explor-

ation."

“He stands to accomplish the one
final discovery that has eluded man-
kind.”

“How can one not be fascinated
by the deadliest force in the uni-

verse?"
"Red alert! Red alert!"

the hole truth
The truth, the whole truth &

nothing but the truth is that you'll

see (and hear):

Sentient robots.

Sentry robots.

Blasting lasers.

A meteroid shower.

Aircars bobbing like bobsleds.

A mechanical army
A superscientist—insane or a

genius?
A Ghost Ship that comes to life.

These & 1000 more thrills from
the sense-of-wonder workers that
are the hallmark of Disney Studios.

In half a century, from Mickey
Mouse to Mechy Monsters!
THE BLACK HOLE promises to

be sci-fi entertainment that’s
LIGHT-years ahead of anything
the Disney Studios have done

It is not an intergalactlc bowling alley. Neither is it a gigantic pinball machine. For Robert Forster, Yvette

Mimieux and Anthony Perkins, the special effects threat is very real. The power of the black hole unleashes
thepower of the spaceship. This rolling chunk of molten stone gathers no moss . . . just destroys everything in

its path!
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MILLENIUM
FALCON

Han Solo s daadly
frelQhtar-tIghter is reproduced In all the In

credible detail lavished on it by Its creatoicredible detail lavished on it by Its creator
John Oykstra. This enormous 1S''x13'‘ model has

an illuminated detailed control room, movable laser

turrets with full Interior detail, Illuminated rocket
exhausts, hinged entrance hatch and ramp, retractable

landino oear. movable radar antenna and the seated Ho-ling gear, movaoie raoar antenna ana me seaieo iig-

ot Luke Skvwalker. Han Solo and Chewbaccal Build
this authentic Star Wars design spaceship. 2‘'C' batteries not

Included and assembly Is required

IMPERIAL
TROOP
TRANSPORTER
IMPERIAL TROOP TRANSPORTER The electronic "hover-cratt"
troop transporter of the Imperial Siromiroopers is ready to swoop
down on unsuspecting Rebel and Alliance bases! This
transporter carries li action figures, has 6 special electronic

sounds that simulate the real sounds from Star Wars such as thesounds that simulate the real sounds from Star Wars such as the
laser, engine and battle noises plus the voices of C'3PO, Storm-
troopers and R2'02‘s beepsi Each sound is activated by its own
button. The front hatch opens to reveal a detailed control area
with seats lor 2 troopers. The manual laser gun and the rotating
radar dish work in tandem. 6 side compartments hold captured
prisoners and a rear compartment imprisons droids. This model
comes with two prisoner immobilization units that lit on thd
heads of action tigures so they can be brainwashed by the Em-
pirel This highly detailed kit Is molded in high impact grey and
red plastic! Oroer Now! Action tigures not included, uses one
"Cbaltery. not included. Assembly required! •26195/S21.80

MILLENIUM
FALCON

OPEN-UP MODEL
MILLENIUM FALCON SPACESHIP This big
phlsticated, '‘open up model of Han Solo s fa
mous Millenium Falcon is a oloanlle modemous Millenium Falcon is a gigantic model
that's a whopping I7"x6''x23”! Pushbutton acti-

vates the “battle alert” siren when enemy TIE
Tigniers are in me area, (jocxpii nas a nip open
canopy with seats fw Han Solo and Chewbacca.
The radar dish manually swivels 360°. This

Ing entrance ramp. Hear deck panel lifts to give
access to the rear cabin where table and chalfa
are ready lor a game of space chess. The cabin
floor lilts away to reveal a secret compartment to
hide the action figures from searches by the Im-
perial Stormtroopers. Fit your action figure Into

the commai>d chair below the laser canon which
clicks as it follows enemy craft. The Millenium
Falcon has all the detail of the original ship. Ac-
tion figures are sold separately. 2'‘AA'' batteries
not included .assembly requlredff26194/$37.60



a true km^fessimi
lUIAKA

TEEnABE TERRUR

by m i kraxM

EENAGERS are little monsters.”
You’ve surely heard that, haven’t you?
Then it should come as no surprise that they've

actually made movies about us! Why. back in the

1950s. when Elvis was King of Rock-n-RoU (another

“monster”, according to most adults), my friends the
T^nage Werewolf & Tbenage Frankenstein were
among the most popular of the teenage terrors of that

time!

I 'll never forget the block-long lines of people waiting

to get in to see the infamous autobiographical celluloid

treatment of I WAS A TEENAGE WEREWOLF.
(You think the lines are long for the new SUPER-
MAN? Ha! You should’ve been there when the TEEN-
AGERS FROM OUTER SPACE landed at Loew’s
Palace in 1959!)
Why did Horrorwood see fit to make a whole slew of

titillating tidbits about teenage terror teams? Don’t
ask me. All I know is that when the movie moguls
decided to put the Teenage Werewolf & Teenage
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Bert I. Gordon directs teenage actress June Kennedy
terror scene for THE SPTDER

One of the actors behind the alien masks in INVASION
OF THE SAUCERMEN.

Frankenstein together in one picture, the crowds went
wild!

Those were the good old day^.
Why, every time you turned around, the local neigh

borhood theater was playing one of my friends' pix'

Let me tell you about it.

juve in the groove
It all started around 1954 when the American Re-

leasing Corporation (that was the forerunner of today's
American-International Pictures) made a movie called

THE FAST & THE FURIOUS, about teenagers &
hot-rods. Of course the teens in that flick were just

your ordinary, everyday, leather-jacketed juvenile de-

linquents; they weren't really ‘‘monsters”. (Or were
they?) Anyway, not long after that, AIP hit on the idea

of making pictures about teenaged monsters (which
rapidly became big bucks-office properties) with teen-

aged casts (which the teenaged audiences who flocked

to see these films could readily identify with).

One of the first films along this line is also one of the
famous: I WAS A TEENAGE WEREWOLF. Report-
edly, this picture caused enormous traffic jams when it

played at Drive-Ins across the country during its in-

itial release in 1956. TEENAGE WEREWOLF
starred Michael Landon as the troubled teenager who
wolfs down his food. Michael was a normal, down-to-
earth high-school roughneck who had a very nasty
temper. And it wasn't long before the school board
sent him to the mental health clinic whose doctor
(played by veteran actor Whit Bissell), unnaturally
enough, plans to experiment with young Michael. He
injects a serum into the youth’s bloodstream which
causes a '‘regression''—and Michael ‘‘reverts" to pure
bestial form: a werewolf!
The poor boy (a victim of circumstances, you seel

couldn't really be held re^onsible for the murders he
committed under the influence of the medically-in

duced drug: but he was gunned down, ju.st the same, at

the film’s end

banken-teen
After AIP saw the colossal box-office returns of T.W

tail (or tale), they rushed I WAS A TEENAGE
FRANKENSTEIN (another victim of circumstances)

into release in 1957.

This poor fellow had gotten himself involved in a ter

rible auto accident (which only goes to show: never get

behind the wheel of a car if you haven’t taken a driving

instruction course!) and his face.. .like, Yeech'. Fortun-

ately (or unfortunately, as the case may be), a doctor was
able to fix Frankie up—a bit. (All except his face. His
face was still Yeech\) And who do you think played the

depraved doctor this time? Whit Bissell! Whit pre-

ceded to use Frankie for his own evil purposes. He fi-

nally gave the boy a new face but in the shocking con

elusion Frankie was electrocuted. And as for Dr. Bis-

sell, well, he fell in with a nasty crowd: a crowd of hun
gry crocodiles, as a matter of fact!

youngster monsters
After that AIP teamed up both teenaged monsters

and put them in a picture called HOW TO MAKE A
MONS’TER (1958). Actually, this was about the de-

ranged antics of a Hollywood makeup man (played by
Rodrt H. Harris) who gets fired from his job. He re-

creates two of his most famous ‘‘creations”—the

Tbenage Werewolf & Tbenage Frankenstein—and hyp-
notizes the deadly duo, commanding them to murder
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her stomach spelling out HELP ME!Linda Blair as the Terrified Teenager in THE EXORCIST. Note welts

the managers who gave him the pink slip! (And if that
sounds ridiculous, you should see the picture!)

Robert Vaughan, recently seen alongside Christo-

pher Lee in STARSHIP INVASIONS, made a movie
for AIP in 1958 caUed TEENAGE CAVEMAN.
Ro^r Corman produced the film which, it was re-

vemed, actually was supposed to have taken place

after the awful aftermath of World War 3. A very in-

teresting idea and very appropriate for the paranoid
population of the mid-50s, which was frantic for build-

ing backyard bomb shelters because of the seemingly-
impending “Red Death" (and I don’t mean the kind
Eddie Poe penned).

the deadly dolls
In retrospect it seems that the teenaged monsters in

American-lnternational's movies were more victim-

ized than the persons they themselves menaced. Con-
tinuing this tradition, AIP went on to produce AT-
TACK OF THE PUPPET PEOPLE in 1958. This
story centered around the device of a puppet master
(John Hoyt) which could miniaturize people, reducing
them to a mere 6

". Veteran actor John Agar (small but
wiry) finally sets up Hoyt's machinery to work in

reverse and re-enlarges himself to normal size. He
saves his friends and everyone goes home happy—ex-

cept John Hoyt, who goes off to prison.

THE SPIDER (or, as it is sometimes known,
EARTH VS. THE SPIDER) was about—no, not a

teenaged spider, silly!—a bunch of teenagers who come A Schlock or Gillette-tine razor blade could have saved
this TEENAGE MONSTER'S life.
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When you gfo around in the wrong' circles it can lead to

dark circles under your eyes as Sandra Harrison
learned to her surprise in BLOOD OF DRACULA. (AIP

1957 .)

across a ^gantic spider in a remote hillside cave in

sunny CaUfomia. Tne carnivorous creature is caught,

killed and displayed at a high school ^mnasium. But
the authorities who though^t they kiOed the monster
soon discover that the creeping menace is not dead.
Quite a number of houses, cars & people are squished
under the hairy legs of the ten-ton creature before it

returns to the cave and is electrocuted by an unusually
fast-thinking police force.

dracuUna
A year before, in 1957, AIP had delved into the

realm of teenaged female fiends with their BLOOD OF
DRACULA starring Sandra Harrison. Ms. Harrison
was. not surprisingly, another victim of circumstances,

a la the linage Werewolf & Frankenstein. As a troub-
lesome female, she is sent away to a girls’ boarding
school where, it is hoped, she will learn the meaning of

the word “discipline’; Instead, the wicked principal of

the establishment (also female) hypnotizes Sandra and
reverts her mind back to its Basic animalistic na-

ture-sort of a female version of I WAS A TEENAGE
WEREWOLF except that in Sandra’s case she is

turned into a bushy-browed vampire.

unidentified flying ogies
As if they hadn’t already contributed enough to the

field, AlPalso released INVASIONOFTHE SAUCER-
MEN in 1957. SAUCERMEN was a light-hearted

comedy, a spoof of all that had gone before. From out
of space comes a shimmering blue starship filled with
ugly green BEMs who possess hypodermic-like finger-

nails filled with alcohol. The teenage cast of this pic-

ture spent most of their time in "Lover’s Lane’’ But
the bulbous-headed aliens did manage to instill pro-

found states of drunkermess in at least half the cast be-

fore someone realized the beings were allergic to bright
lights.

dragula?
1959 saw the final 2 teenage-terror pix from AIP,

both again spoofs. The first was THE GHOST OF
DRAGSTRIP HOLLOW. At a haunted house party a
group of teenagers is menaced by the “ghost”
—which isn’t a ^ost at all but just a regular old guy
having a little fun. Weird fun but fun nonetheless. (The
monster costume for this film was a re-vamped version

of the outfit worn for AIP’s SHE-CREATURE of

1956.)

A BUCKET OF BLOOD was American-Intema-
tional’s final foray into teenaged horror. Directed by
Roger Corman, tBe film is one of Corman’s best &
most famous features.

house oi whacks
BUCKET OF BLOOD, starring Dick Miller as the

would-be sculptor Walter Paisley, is full of hard-hitting
black humor. The scene is a smoke-filled coffee house
frequented by a band of beatniks. Walter Paisley is the
resident busyboy, a real schmuck who very much
wants to berame an artist, like his beatnik friends.

Unfortunately, Walter has no talent for using his

hands, except for one thing—murder! Corman takes
the story one step beyond HOUSE OF WAX when he
has Walter accidentally stab his pet cat and cover the
furry body over with plaster, later presenting it to his
associates as an “original” piece of sculpture. There-
after, Walter deliberately commits murder and covers
the bodies in plaster in order to secure his new-found
fame & prestige as a great sculptor.

Before long Walter’s handiwork is uncovered and he
hangs himself. One of the beatniks comments: “It’s his

best work.”
During the late 1950s, when AIP’s teenage terror

films were “hot” properties, other film companies
quickly jumped on the juvenile bandwagon.

a meatier monster
TEENAGE MONSTER was a Howco International

release of 1957. You’ve probably seen it on TV under
the title METEOR MONSTER. In this film, a
strange, radioactive meteorite (or is it a meteorite?)

bathes a young boy in an eerie glow of unearthly light.

He CTows up to be just what the title indicates. (It’s

hard to tell this with a straight face but I’ll try.) Tall,

covered with bristly hair, possessing a row of discolored,

decayed teeth, little more than an imbecile, the yout|i

is hidden from the watchful eye of society by his

mother. Imbecilic tho he is, the creature does learn the
difference between a man & a woman; too bad he can’t

tell the difference between a man & a monster! He kid-

naps a young woman and makes his way to the hills,

where he is promptly found & shot.

Warner Bros, add^ one picture to the genre in 1958:

TEENAGERS FROM OUTER SPACE. From beyond
the stars one lone teenage alien is transported to Earth
to pave the way for his race's imminent invasion. But,
being a typical teenager, even if of unearthly origin, he
faUs in love with a teenage Earth-girl and sacrifices

himself when he subsequently directs his cohorts' “in-

visible” starships into the side of a large hill and
everything goes splat.

aom of then daze
TEENAGE ZOMBIES was the title of a Herman

Cohen production. The zombies in this film are created
synthetic^y by a crazy gal who lives on a remote
Pacific island. A group of adventure-minded teenagers

sets sail for the islana and wind up becoming the ritle

of this 1958 release.

In 1965 Bert I. Gordon filmed VILLAGE OF THE
GIANTS, a not-too-faithful version of HGWells’ The
Food of the Gods. (Gordon remade another version in

1975, again not-too-faithfuUy.) Wells’ remarkable story

of a “food” which accelerates growth in living orga-

nisms was interwoven into a tale of teenage trouble-
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Robert H. Harris and his teenag^e lycanthorpe Gary Clarke
in HOW TO MAKE A MONSTER.

The Ghost of the She-Creature rises in the GHOST
OF DRAGSTRIP HOLLOW.

Young Lovers in the Teenage Tale whose Title was longer than the Movie: THE INCREDIBLY STRANGE
CREATURES WHO STOPPED LIVING AND BECAME MIXED-UP ZOMBIES.
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Gary Conway (left) is taken for a ride by Whit Bissell--or is it just the other way around? From 1

TEENAGE FRANKENSTEIN. AIP 1957. .

. ' V
makers who ingest the food and ctow into an armvJ*.^ "v

of giants—then they get into really BIG trouble!
'

..
*'

lom mix ^
THE INCREDIBLY STRANGE CREATURES

WHO STOPPED LIVING AND BECAME MIXED-
UP ZOMBIES is the incredible title of an independent
production from Fairway Films. Altho the title

wouldn't indicate it, this is a rather simple story of a
weird hypnotist who transforms a rather moronic
beatnik into a rather moronic murderer.
For nearly 10 yars after that film {perhaps

of that film!) not a single teenaged monster
motion picture debut.
An era had died.

(The public rejoiced.)

Then suddenly, in 1973, a film about the hellish,

demoniacal possession of a 13-year-old girl appeared
on the scream scene:

THE EXORCIST, starring Linda Blair!

And that, I believe, is recent enough for you to re-

member, especially if you read about it in FAMOUS
MONSTERS issues 111 & 120.

What can we expect in the future from motion pic-

ture companies whose only criteria for film production
rests witn the whims of our culture’s youth?

Is THE OMEN an omen of things to come?
There’s no telling.

We’ve already had stories about murderous pre-

teens (THE BAD SEED). And stories about radioac-

tive, half-extraterrestial, half-human children
(VILLAGE & CHILDREN OF THE DAMNED),
Why, we’ve even had stories about monstrous mutated
babies (IT’S ALIVE & IT LIVES AGAIN)!
And that’s about as Young as you can get,

SO

self up as a fiend in

HOW TO MAKE
A MONSTER.



BUCK ROGERS ACTION SET For the best action
adventure In the 2Sth century this set contains 1

space dome, Sspace buildings, 3Th under lighters.
2 Hatchet fighter craft, 8 movie cast figures. 16
spacemen, lOspace creatures,a diorama and an in-

struction sheet, Buck Rogers set! •26146/S6.S0

NEW MODEL KITSYOUASSEMBLE!
BUCK ROGERS STARFIGHTER

MARAUDER
The very first and

most celebrated of all

our space heroes lias rocketed back onto Ihe big screen
and into our homes on T,V, in all new adventures! Here Is Ihe sleek and
deadly Marauder which engages Buck in exciting space battles! The Dra-

conian lighter is tO^A" long and has a wingspan ol 7'^ ’! Color molded in

authentic orange plastic with transparenl windshield, highly detailed cock-

pit and a sturdy stand lor action displays! S2d246/S4.50

SUCK ROGERS STARFIGHTER Oulofthe '

past rockets Buck Rogers, newly awakened 1
from centuries ol frozen sleep. Ihe man from !
the twentieth century must confront a dead"^
ly web of interplanetary intrigue. Buck
wages war among the stars in his own super sophisli

caled startighier. Molded in highly detailed color plas

tic. Buck's easy to assemble ship is 11 3/8' long and
6 V1 ” wide. It comes wilh authentic decals, transparent
windshield, highly detailed cockpit and a very sturdy

support base for display! »24245/S4.S0

NEW BUCK ROGERS PRE-ASSEMBLED MODEL KITS

STAR FIGHTER

DRACONIAN MARAUDER & STAR FIGHTER
The Draconian Marauder, at right, is the lean,

mean lighierof Ihe asteroid based DraconiansI
They've hatched a scheme to conquer the uni-

verse and the Earth is first! This deadly ship
is authentic to the last detail and has retrac-

table landing gear & hinged cockpit that can
fit Ihe 374" Buck Rogers action figure! The
Star Fighter is Buck Rogers own fighter right

out ol the 25th century. With authentic styling,

hinged canopy and a retractable landing
gear. You can slip a SH" Buck Rogers into

this craft too! Blast off to action adventure!

BUCK ROGERS ACTION FIGURES- FULLY COSTUMED
KANEDRACO

DRACO A leader ol

Ihe Draconian Em-
pire! >26161/ S3.10

BUCK ROGERSB
BUCK ROGERS Fully

movable 3’A" figure
with gun! >26160/^^3.10

TIGERMAN

TIGERMAN Mysteri-

ous beings and deadly
menaces!>26162l$3-10

DRACONIAN
GUARD TWIKI

THE
ROBOT

To order any of these items, please see last page of this magazine
for convenient RUSH ORDER FORM.



YEARS OLD, fAct’s whatI was when they stop-

ped World Warl and mustered me out ofthe air

service. I got a job surveying the lower levels of
an abandoned mine near Pittsburgh in which the atmo-
sphere had a peculiar, pungent tang, and the crum-
bling rock glowed strangely. I was examining it when
suddenly the roof behind me caved in, and when 1
emerged from the mine where I had lain in a state of
suspended animation, it was to find a strange world. I

stood in a vast forest and a girl soldier, sailing thru the

air, crashed at my feet. I had difficulty in convincing
the girl that I had slept 500 years. It was hard to be-

lieve it myself
"

birth oi buck
That was the beginning of Buck Rogers 2429AD as

it appeared, in 3 separate installments, when it was a

brand new comicstrip drawn by Dick Calkins. The year

was 1929.
Actually, Buck’s first appearance can be traced back

to the August 1928 issue of Amazing Stories. The
story was called “Armageddon—2429 A.D.” by Philip

Francis Nowlan. At that time the character’s name
was Anthony Rogers. John Flint DiUe, president of the

National Newspaper Service Syndicate, persuaded
Nowlan to change the first name to “Buck”.
The first screen appearance of Buck Rogers was in

short prepared for department stores by the Action

Film Company of Chicago, premiered in 1934 at the

Buck Rogers in the 25th Century exhibition at the Chi-

cago World’s Fair. Five years later, Universal pro-

duced a 12-chapter serial starring Buster Crabbe, ap-

propriately titled BUCK ROGERS. Previously
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Crabbe had appeared as the character Flash Gordon in

both the 1936 FLASH GORDON serial and again in

another chapterplay, FLASH GORDON’S TRIP TO
MARS in 1938.

flashy sequel
“After Buck.” said Larry "Buster" Crabbe, “there

was a tossup as to whether to make a sequel or not.

Since Universal had more sets on hand for FLASH
GORDON we decided on another FLASH—and made
a quickie in about 5 weeks.” That “quickie" was, of

course FLASH GORDON CONQUERS THE UNI-
VERSE, released in 1940.

“I don't think Buck was as successful as Flash
because the novelty just wasn’t there any more. I’d

always thought of Buck as being pretty much a steal

from Flash. Now I realize that it was the other way
around. Buck Rogers was the original. He beat Flash
as the first space comicstrip and, later, as the first

space radio show."
The BUCK ROGERS serial was later edited into a

full-length motion picture and released as PLANET
OUTLAWS in 1953. It showed up again in 1965 under
the title DESTINATION SATURN. And while Buck
may not have had an outstanding career in the cinema,
he did very well as the seller of toys during the 1930s.
Much like the STAR WARS craze, there were well over
100 different Buck Rogers items available to delighted
children.

well, folks—buck is back!
Once again he’s at his old spaceport. Universal. This

time he's in a television series. Gil Gerard has taken
the role formerly played by Buster Crabbe. And
there’ve been just a few changes in the script. Buck
isn’t a post World War 1 dirigible pilot anymore, he’s

an astronaut. And he doesn’t get trapped in a cave, his

spaceship gets stuck by some debris from a comet
while on a NASA mission. The strange gasses in the

debris cause Buck to fall into a state of suspended ani-

mation. His spacecraft is knocked out of orbit in the
late 1980s and he’s spinning around the Sun for 500
years until he’s discovered by some Draconians. Other
than those minor alterations, it’s business as usual for

our venerable hero who will, week after week, save the

Earth from the various evil forces that attempt to con-

quer it.

When Gil Gbrard was first offered the Buck Rogers
role he turned it down. Twice'. His agent finally con-

vinced him to read the script. When he did, he liked it.

“The humor of the character appealed to me
especially," said Gerard, who hadn’t wanted to get in-

volved with a comicbook-type of project. But he dis-

covered that Buck was not written as a typical

2-dimensional comicbook character. “He's strong but
he can show weakness. He’s a human being—not some
super-plastic figure without feelings.”

a guy for the non-sci-fi viewer
Thanks to the success of pictures like STAR WARS,

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE THIRD KIND and.

toalesser extent.PHANTASM,sci-fi&fantasy projects,

both in motion pictures & television, are receiving

more time & money than ever before. However, Bruce
Lansbury, the producer of BUCK ROGERS, feels that

if the show is to be a success it must appeal to more
people than just fans. He’s after the people who nor-

mally don’t watch sci-fi. And how is he doing that? By
making Buck Rogers the type of guy that will appeal

Gil Gerard, grins artd bears
all sorts of intergalactic
shenanigans on NBC's sci-

ence fiction show BUCK
ROGERS IN THE TWENTY-

FIFTH CENTURY.

Model/actress Erin Grey
blasts off with BUCK ROG-
ERS every week as the able
Col. Wilma Deering, space

fighter extraordinaire.

Pamela Hensley, who first

starred in the 1S75 movie
DOC SAVAGE: MAN OF
BRONZE, now co-stars with
another hero of legendary
proportions:BUCKROGERS.

Veteran character actor Tim
O'Connor enacts another
plum supporting role, as the
crusty, experienced Or. Huer
— 25th Century scientist.
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Wilma Deering proves to be as alluring as she is able
during the “Plot To Kill A City" episode.

Every good astronaut, it

seems, needs a robot pal
these days, and BUCK RO-
GERS is no exception. Ever
faithful to the adventurer
is Twiki the robot, played

by Felix Sila.

to everyone. “Buck is a character out of his own time,

our time,” says Lansbury. “He's lonely & a loner. A
maverick.”
Lansbury has a past history of fantasy-oriented tele-

vision shows to his credit: The Wild, Wild West; Mis-
sion: Impossible; & Wonder Woman.
The executive producer is Glen A. Larson, the man

responsible for Battlestar Galactica. Larson co-wrote
the first episode with Leslie {Outer Limits) Stevens.
Originally made for NBC, the first episodes of Buck
Rogers were released first to the movie theaters. Lar-
son felt that Universal had made a mistake by not re-

leasing Galactica to theaters first. He didn’t want to
repeat the mistake. So a deal was made with the net-

work. The BUCK ROGERS theatrical movie became
the premiere episode of the series which began Septem-
ber 20. The beginning of the story was recounted
earlier in this article. Here’s how the rest of it went.

spy-ii
After the Draconians revive Buck, they immediately

assume that he is a spy, sent from Earth, to discover
what the real reason is behind their voyage. They are

supposed to be on a mission of peace. The huge ship in

which they travel is to be a peace offering. The truth of

the matter is that the ship is loaded with weapons,
much like the mythical Trojan Horse.
The Draconians arrange it so Buck can escape. They

figure that if he can find the doorway thru the force-

field and get to Earth, he's a spy. If he doesn’t and
dies, then he isn’t.

Buck contacts somebody on Earth. They lead him
safely thru the forcefield. He brings the ship to a land-

ing. He is arrested as a Draconian spy. Now it is very
important that all of this confusion be cleared up
because Buck knows that the Draconians are coming
to conquer the Earth. But try as he will, nobody
believes that poor Buck is nothing more than a Rip
Van Winkle, out of step & out of time.

In the end. Buck wards off the intergalactic assault
all by himself.

According to the show's producer, all future Rogers
stories will be bound to a single galaxy. Writer Alan
Brennert thought up the “stargate” device which en-

ables the characters in the show to travel thru space
without a time problem. They simply punch out their

destination on the ship’s computer, arriye at a stargate
and—disappear. They reappear as many light-years

away as programmed.
The Earth that Buck Rogers encounters in the

future is quite different from the one that he left. There
has been a nuclear holocaust. The surface of the planet
has become a desert. The cities are doomed, under-
ground or under the sea. Only the ^psy people roam
the surface, growing their own food.

buster's back
Now let’s talk a little about the episodes themselves.

In the first one to be aired following the feature, Buck
& Col. Wilma Deering (Erin Gray) return to Earth fol-

lowing some sort of intelligence mission. They encoun-
ter a lone Earth fighter under attack by marauders. Of
course they help the fellow and get everything under
control.

The fighter pilot is an old acquaintance of Wilma’s.
His name is Duke. He’s the son of the director of a

food-producing planet. And he has a problem; some un-

known illness is attacking his motor reflexes. Unfor-
tunately, once back on Earth, the illness spreads like a



Producer Glen Larson has filled BUCK ROGERS with a winning cunibiiiation ot high-action plots, eccentric
villains, and the greatest girls since Emma Peel flattened her first baddie on THE AVENGERS Here Buck

faces Kellogg as played by Prank Gorshin in the “Plot to Kill a City*' episode

till’ in dry l>rush. it inl'ecls thousands of civilians &
space pilots, leaving the Karth defenseless,

Buck & Wilma discover the source of the disease: the

muiHifacturtKl food. They lake I)uk(‘ l)ack to his home
planet. 'I'hey want to find out who is poi.soning the

food and why
In this episode, lousier Crahhe is the (Juest Star and

plays a charactet appropriatelv ‘-alkKl (Jordon

dangerous disguise
in the swond episode. Buck impersonates an assas-

sin cailwl Argus. Doctor Iluer {Tim O'Connor) trans-

fers bits of Argus' memory to Buck to make the job a

little easier. Buck then travels to the city of Barony to

attend a Murder Incorporated type of meeting.
Barony is on a planet in the Aldebaran system. The

• ity is like a Barbary Coast, loaded with tough char-

acters. The city's only capaltle policeman, Thorley, is

worried liecau.se the joint stHjms to be filling up with
as.sassins. So he decides to do something about it. And
who does he arrest? You guessed it . . . Buck. Well.

Buck can't sit idle in some cell so he escaiies.

In the meantime, Wilma is working as a waitress in

Slime disco, making a poor effort to be sexy. Neverthe-
less, she manages to learn some pretty important
-tuff.

Back at the ini'eting of assassins. Buck is chosen to

kill Thork'y, The rest of the murderers will kill the

police coininis.Moiiei ui Kigel. even il lhe\ have to

destroy the whole capital city ot that planet to do it.

Things go from liad to wor.se Buck become.-' the pri

soner of an unpleasani ' hap named Varek a mutant
who tortures our hero
Wilma thinks Buck is deaU
‘\ chain reaction is set off at one of the [lowei plants

on Rigel The whole piaeo will blow up unless

oi dogs & dogfights
in another episode. Dr lluei dsK> Buck \ \\ ilnia to

find a girl who has been kidnapped I’he two tollow the

girl's trail, which leads them loan orbiting l.as S’egas.

A strange convention is being held there it is a group
of Medievalists who consider ihem.selves experts in

the history ot Buck's lime One of llie fellows tancies

himself a deleelive. lie provides some clues that lead-

Buek & Wilma lo (he girl and towatd a ciiinaclie dog-

figiu in space
The next show eoiaeiaeil a -.{laie siauoii in iieinl of a

micro-computer chit) which coiurolletl the life support

systems Bu< k is asked to gel a new 'hip heloie the old

one fails.

.An evil lal lellow named Mei iilian enters lo gum up

the works. He wants lo hold the chip lor an enormous
ran.som. lie hires a killer to murder Buck and gel the

chip
Nollimg IS evei ea.sc lot Buck
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In the computerized, simonized world of the 2Sth Cen-
tury, Buck seems to be every girl's dream, whether
they live on the Earth or not! Princess Ardala, as

played by Pamela Hensley, proves no exception.

The following week we were introduced to Dr.

Junius, curator of the archives of 20th Century history
at the museum. He calls Buck. Can Buck come over
right away? He has made an important discovery.

Ruck arrives. The doctor is in a coma! Some inven-

tory sheets have been stolen!

Dr. Junius' secretary Armina tricks Buck into tak-

ing her to City-on-the-Sea. This is where New Orleans
once stood. Once there. Buck is captured by a pirate,

Florian Skaife. Fortunately, Wilma is also in the city,

disguised as the notorious Countess llonka. She helps
Buck escape.

In the meantime. Dr, Huer finds a note. It is from Dr.

Junius. He reads it over the “vidfon " to Buck &
Wilma. It is a clue which leads our hero to a flattened,

uninhabited plain in Kentucky.
As this is being written, the following episode is

slated for October 25, and has not been seen by this

writer, but here is the story according to the synopsis
issued by the NBC publicity department:

a quarry named quarry
A whole bunch of 20th Century weapons, including a

dozen canisters of nerve gas & a vintage 1980s taSc.

are stolen from an Earth depository. The thieves are in-

tergalactic weapons dealers Corliss (Robert Quarry) &
Roxanne (Elizaljeth Kerr). Corliss has only half a face.

Roxanne has a pair of lethal copper hands.
Buck & Wilma chase the gruesome twosome.
They escape.
Now what these 2 no-goodniks plan to do is to sell

the nerve gas to the Cenobites, the inhabitants of a dis-

tant star system who would use it to kill everyone on
Earth and then move in. (Peaceful co-existence is

something that's rarely tried in these science fiction

shows.)
There is only one man on Earth who is capable of

stopping the Cenobites. He is the only man who can
maneuver a spaceship well enough to (5odge the aster-

oids that surround the planet Necrosis. Buck Rogers?
Nope. It’s a retired space pilot, living in an old-folks

home, named Noah Cooper (Peter Graves). Fortunate-
ly for everybody concerned, Noah agrees to help, but
only if he can have his old buddies along on the mis-
sion.

Time is running out.

Corliss & Roxanne prepare the deadly gas missiles.

Noah & his friends modify some old space sleds to

transport the incendiary bombs, because fire is the on-

ly thing that can wipe out the nerve gas.

the voros adventure
Another adventure finds Buck scanning the surface

of Voros. To Buck's surprise he discovers a weapons
base on the dark side of Voros' moon. Suddenly Buck
is blasted out of his cockpit. He floats around in space
until he is rescued by Trea, the pretty pilot of a salvage
scow. She takes him to Voros so that Buck can warn
the Consul about the secret weapons base. A bad
move: the Consul is a bad guy. He orders Trea to ex-

ecute Buck. Wilma comes to the rescue. Now she &
Buck must try to neutralize the weapons base before it

reaches the orbital point where it can destroy the relief

ship which is coming with medical aid, food & supplies.

good luck, buck!
Let us just hope that Buck Rogers will be around

longer than other sci-fi series like The Outer Limits &
Battlestar Galactica. It is, after all, on the same net-

work that cancelled both Star Trek & Fantastic Jour-
ney, one of producer Bruce Lansbury's other shows.
But apparently both Universal & Lansbury are hope-
ful that the show will succeed. Lansbury, especially, is

quite delighted by the studio’s Ilartland complex,
which he feels can provide the highest level of special

effects for the series, perhaps even better than the
work in Galactica. The really good visual element,
Lansbury felt, was lacking in his 2 earlier shows,
Wonder Woman & Fantastic Journey.
In regards to the content of the series, Buck Rogers

will, as did the feature, contain a balance of comedy &
drama. Buck’s attitude will remain .somewhat seri-

ous—in order for audiences to somewhat believe in the
fantastic stories—but he will also be forever cocky in

the face of danger.

“Like the part where I kiss the hand of Princess Ar-
dala,’’ says Gerard. “She denies knowing me, and I

say, T think you’re mistaken. Princess. I never forget a
knuckle.’’’

And, as usual, Erin Gray, in the role of Wilma, will

continue to groan at such repartee. Like Gerard, Erin
decided she didn’t want to be in the film before she
even read the script. But when she finally read it, she
loved it.

Gerard likes the high-spirited nature of the show.
“In Buck Rogers, we have people’s imaginations tell-

ing us what the world will be like 500 years in the
future. It's a realistic idea, Glen Larson’s idea, about
the hopes of the world. Buck comes back to a planet
where there are still people, people who still have hope.
People who say. ‘Yes, we have made tragic mistakes
but now we want to see a new world built on good
faith.' That’s part of the problem with them. Buck
comes in and sees that these good people are about to
get the shaft because of their excessive good faith.

They’re so trusting that they want to take the Draco-
nians’ word for things."

It’s a return to the Good Old Days of Buster Crabbe
where the good guys were really good and the bad
guys were really bad.
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hree men had a dream.
In California. In the fall of

1977 .

They had a dream of making their

own ground-breaking sci-fi feature

him. A film combining the best spe-

cial effects with youthful integrity

and vitality. A film that would
launch them to the very pinnacle of

fame and fortune.

These three talented men— verita-

ble newcomers to the movie trade-
set about to sell their idea and make
what they hoped would be but the
first of a long line of major motion
pictures.

It did not quite work out the way
they had planned.
Steve Neill, Paul Gentry, and

Wayne Schmidt, all in their mid-
twenties, first came up with a

screenplay called RACE FOR AN-
TARI, a title they quickly changed

to STAR RACERS to make it more
commercial. And the first place they
went with it was the office of
Charles Band, producer of LASER-
BLAST and the END OF THE
WORLD—on both of which Mr.
Neill served as make-up artist.

Mr. Band, an energetic indepen-
dent filmmaker, had a short and
sweet reaction to STAR RACERS;
‘‘Too expensive. Ifyoucanthinkofa
simple film that can take place in

one or two locations of a sci-fi na-

ture, I'll go with that.”
The trio were more than equal to

the challenge. In a blinding flash of

inspiration, Steve Neill gave crea-

tive life to VORTEX—a simple, yet
sweeping tale of life in ‘‘The twi-
light Zone."
The plot followed a family

through an inter-dimensional quest
toward a cosmic truth. Simply
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stated, this group lived in one house
they inadvertently built on a “cos-

mic line." When the sands of time
suddenly shook, their home was
sucked into another world. A world
of strange creatures, strange sights,

and incredible adventure.
At least, that’s how it started.

“Charlie liked it and decided to

produce it," remembers Schmidt.
‘‘But after several script revi-

sions—one by Larry Carroll and Da-
vid SchmoeUer, who wrote TOUR-
IST TRAP—the film grew in scope
until we wound up with a project as
involved as STAR RACERS!”

But, whatever the complications,
the three had their movie. In Decem-
ber of 1977, they signed contracts,
and started work on what they
thought would be called VORTEX.
Then things really got crazy.

They signed John Bud Cardos, di-

rector of THE DARK and KING-
DOM OF THE SPIDERS, to head
the technical team. In the acting de-

partment they were able to secure
Dorothy Malone, Chris Mitchum,
Jim Davis, and Marcy Lafferty who,
in her personal life, happens to be
William Shatner’s wife. Then they
transferred the whole kit and kaboo-
dle out to Apple Valley for two
weeks of location shooting.

Said Steve Neill: “I don’t think
I'm going to kill myself, but I've got
headaches from all the fighting. The
problem is that you get crews who
are experienced in only $100,000
flicks, so they're kind of ‘in-between’

talents. A lot of people were hired

and a lot of people were fired."

Said Paul Gentry: "I naively
thought a director knew what he
wanted. But he didn’t know what he
wanted, didn’t know what he could
get away with, and he really didn’t

understand special optical effects. I

don’t want to.- begrudge him, be-

cause he’s a talented man in many
respects, but he’s not cut out to do
these kinds of films. Doing horror
and doing sci-fi are two totally dif-

ferent kinds of things."

The trio of “babes-in-arm" pro-

ducers were learning their filmmak-
ing lessons the hard way. Suddenly
the production was going over
schedule and over budget. Paul,

Steve, and Wayne fought every way
they could, but, still, what was pro-

jected as a $300,000 film became a
$500,000 film even before the spe-

cial effects were started!

“The live action was very profes-

sional and very clean,” says Steve
Neill, “but I'm not thrilled with it.

The special effects, though, are the

best part of the production. We were
free of the director and free of the

crew and it was like Charlie dump-

John Travolta he’s not, but then
again, who’d ask him to dance? It's

the pixie-creature from THE DAY
TIME ENDED.

ing the film in our laps and saying,
‘go for it.’ We are. We’re dumping
our own flesh and blood into it!”

Faster than a speeding bullet,

another $100,000 was injected into
the budget for special special ef-

fects, and the production group
rounded up the best bunch of sci-fi

artists Southern California had to
offer.

“Everybody is going to say the
movie cost more than it did," pro-

fesses Paul Gentry, “because it

looks it! We’re using Dave Allen,

Dave Allen’s facilities, Randy Cook,
Greg Jein, Jim Danforth, and all the
others—and you can see their talent

shine through. We’ve got life forms
presented tm-ee or four ways. We’ve
got them as stop motion animation,
we’ve got them as cartoon anima-
tion, and then we've got life size

mock-ups. There’s forced perspec-
tive special effects and miniatures.
All in one film!”

VORTEX became so laden with
material that Charles Band could no
longer handle it alone. So saying, in-

to the production came David Wolf
and Irwin Yablans of Manson Dis-

tributing—a company responsible

for releasing most of Band's science-

fiction products.
Finally the film they called VOR-

TEX was finished and set for a May
1979 premiere. Neill. Gentry and
Schmidt had given their aU, made a
lot of mistakes, produced some ter-

rific film, and learned from the en-



This house Jack didn’t build. As conceived by Steve Neill, the VOR-
TEX/TIMEWARP/DAY TIME ENDED abode serves as the ticket to worlds

unimaginable!

Wayne Schmidt, co*producer, co-
writer. and special effects coor-
dinator lines up a spaceship shot
for his epic science-fiction film.

tire process. But the movie's diffi-

culties weren’t over.

The powers-that-be looked at the

finished product . . . then didn't
know what to do with it. Schedules
were thrown away. Attitudes were
changed. Plans were torn asunder.
What Band, Yablans, Wolf, and
Company had was a very unique,

very unusual film, quite unlike what
they were used to. In a last minute
reshuffling effort, they tried to
make VORTEX more commercial
with— not one— but two title

changes!
First the movie was renamed

TIMEWARP, a catchy little title

they thought sure to pique the inter-

est of audiences everywhere.



The Randy Cook-animated creature attacks the barn during' a climactic sequence of THE DAY TIME ENDED.
Soon he will be Joined on screen by another monster. This sets the stage for an epic animated battle worthy of

Harryhausen.

iiuL then, al the last moment . . .

panic! No one was sure people would
immediately understand thal
TIMEWAKF was a sci-fi epic.

Many other names were created,

then discarded.

S'l’AH TWIST?
TIME ENCOUNTERS?
TIME-TEX??
VOK-WAllP???
Einally the producers settled on

an old science-fiction stand-by. In

the tradition of such titles as THE
DAY THE EARTH STOOD
STILE. THE DAY THE EARTH
CAUGHT FIRE, and THE DAY
OF THE TRIFFIDS, VORTEX
a.k.a. TIMEWARF was christened

with the name THE DAY TIME
ENDED.
And with this final title, came a

promise. A promise Charles Band
made to writers—producers— spe-

cial effects men Steve Neill, Paul
Gentry, and Wayne Schmidt.

“If he likes the returns on the pic-

ture," Gentry recalls, “he doesn't
care if he has to pump another
$100,000 into it to do it up right.

'Boys,' he told us. T'm going to

make you stars!'

”

ects, THE DAY TIME FNDED needed a lot of creative thinking.
paintings really helped!
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SniRUIARS
UIKESKYWALKER

Luke Skywalkar Action

FIgura.

Aharo
torabal worldi all

llirough Ilia galaxy,

V ha comas charging

across tha

slarlanaslo

dobattla for

the comaly Princess Lola

and to save her from the

evil machinations of Lord

Dsrfh Vadetl Daith Vadar got

«» away In the battle of the

Death Star, but what does

he have In store for our

hero? Luke stands 3V<" In

^ this version with^ extendible light saber

to give Oatih a nasty

4urn(»241S2/SZ.95

OBI-WAN

^ KENOBI

the Jedi

Knights. Obl'Wan

emerges from retire-

ment on Tatoolnato

nolpthe rebels fight

the evil Empire.

Obl-Wan comes
with removable

cape.retraciable

light saber.

Obi- Wan
Kenobl.stands

3'/>" tall, ready

to battle whh
Oarth Vaderl

»24196/S2.95

RirAction
Packed

Aaiventures
SAND PEOPLE

I Sand People Aclloit Figure.

Dread Tuskan Raider’s

pounce on Luke and
his new friends- A

OARTH VADER

'y \ f
Oarth Vader

V _ Action Figure.

. ^ The dark lord

of space comes
in all his evil

- ^ glory.

Thls4'/»’' replica of

the prince of Ihe

oulerdarkness

ar comes with re-
' iraclablelasersa-

I ber, removable

• IM cepe, movable

.

. J '
\

arms, legs, and
* \ neck. The minion

. i\'t of the emperor.

Y .

DEATH SQUAD

COMMANDER

he escaped do -

structionin the

climactic battle

of the Death Star.

Can good coma ol

it?a24tea/S2.95

Ho

averyoflortto cap-

ture Luke. R202.and
C3P0 as they tried to

rescue Princess Lola

from prison on Death

Star. AleadarDlihe

troopers, his grey and

black unllorm Is a

symbol ol his author-

ity. This 3Vi" figure

has movable arms,

lags and neck. He
also earrlas a deadly

laser rifle

which will punch

holes thru met-

alsll24204/S2.9S

’i.,

PRINCESS LEIA
Princess Leia Organa
Action FIgura.

Heroine of Star Wars
who led forces against

star governments

awash
with

corruption

and repression,

tried to escape Death

Star and succeeded
with a little help from

her friends! What
secrets does she

possess? Lola coma
in a regal detach-

able whhaeapeS
a deadly laser pis-

tol. She is 3V]’’

all and has mov-
able armsand lagi

Hor neck movesi Sh
is Btrue prlncessl

»24194/$2.9S

ARTOODETOO

Artoo Deloo Action

Figure. StarWors

dynamic droid sets

out to deliver a

secret mossage
to Princess

Leia. Wheeling

his wayihru
thick and thin

Ihis2'/<”R2D2
comes with mov-

able legs and a

chrome heed that

clicks when it's

turned! From the

desartsof Tatoo-

Ineto Ihe depths
ofsoace. R2D2's

^
will spurred the

rebels to win!

P241B9/S2.9S

STORHITROOPER

Stormtroopei Action Figure.

Oarth Vador's raiders

strike again and again

terrorizing worlds all

through the galaxy. A
teirlble fate ewalts

all who oppose the

Emperor's will! He
comes In a wonder-

fully menacing ver-
~

.sr'
I

slonthatls3V4" IdVj
high and comes
completolyoquip'

pod with laser

title. Squads
of siormtroop-

ers scoured

Ihe galaxy in search of

rebel messages, but wi

folied by Intrepid R202
and LukaSkywalkor.
eewar8!«24ig3/S2.95

SEETHREEPIO CHEWBACCA
Chowbacca Action Figure is

the eight toot all on

side kick aboard the

Millenium Falcon. He

k his golden body
•
-!i out of cosmic bat-

j
I’

lies. Fate had
• other plans. He

'X.- proved his courage

i' again and again.
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FOR YOUR
OWN ACTION
SPACE RAT-
TLES! FROM
STAR WARS
AND THE NEW
STAR WARS II

HAMMERHEAD ACTION
FIGURE Anotharoftha
Btranga and wondarful
alians from tha univaraa
of Star Wara. Luka and
Ban aneountarad tha
Hammarhaad at tha
Cantina in Moa Eialay
on Tatooina. Thara
ha waa — playing
carda and aharing a
cup of grog with aoma
vary alian frionda!
Ha cornea with a blue
bodyauit, a laaar pia-
tol and movable arma
and Inga. Thia apindly
olive-green alian ia

4", an alien giant I

#B4S19/B&.95

To order any of these items, please see last page of this magazine
for convenient RUSH ORDER FORM
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THOSE WHO WATCH An enormous alien craft

hovers mysteriously above a multl-mooned A
lovely world, a sun rises In a saphire skyl

Big 22"x35"l All In full color! II29001/S2.50

EARTH ENSLAVED The Earth Is engirdled by
a matrix of golden pentahedrons! An enslave-
ment which brings our childhood to an end!
Big 22"k3S"! All In lull color! »29002/$2.S0

Aft

PLANET OF THE BLIND Blasting oil from JEWEL OF JAHREN A diamond yellow sun set ELECTRIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA The fabulous

the atellar central spaceport, ships climb In an emerald sky Is eclipsed by a space- Electric Light Orchestra in a 24''x19V^‘ full

a fiery column of alar reaching Hamel Big ship of unknown origin and purposel Death? color poster ol E.L.O. In their flying saucer
22"x3S”t All In full eolorl «2go04/S2.50 Big 22"x35"! All in lull color! «29OO6/S2.S0 Space Station! «29027!S2.S0

THE ALLIGATOR Big 20”x2S’'
lull color poster of a slime cov-
ered alligator gelling a case of
the munehles! r29017/$3.00

THE GOLDEN AMAZON Boris THE SCARLET DEMON Boris
Vallejo strikes again in this 20” yet again In this 20''x26” full col-

x26'’ full color poster ol a bar- or poster of a demon from the
barlanqueen! #29016/S3.00 depths ol hell! r29019/$3.00 IMAGINATION!

WOLF-MAN A carnage encrusted CHILDREN OF TOMORROW Oh!
poster ol the wolf-man in a big Whst glorious mysteries await
20"x28'' format in grisly full color! our children's progeny! 22''x3S''.
Ahorrormusti *29020JS3.00 All In lull color! 429009/S2.S0

GREEN BRAIN A hive intelligence

unleashes Its armies on an un-
suspecting Earth! 22’'x3S''. All

In lull color! 129003/32.50

STAR SQUAD Allen beings blast
off for the ultimate armageddon
among the far stars! 22''x3S''! All

In lull color! f299B/S2.S0

for convenient RUSH ORDER F





KLINGON WARRIOn
MASK Full color latex

mask of Klingon with real

yak halrf #25011/151.95

VULCAN MASTER MASK
Deluxe lifelike latex mask of

the ruling class of Vulcan in

lull colon #2S012/$36.9S

SPOCK MASK A deluxe
full color latex mask of
Spock with real wool for

halrl #25010/551.95

ai-L.NEW
MaSICB
FROM
STaR
TREK

AVAILABLEONLYINTHEU.S.AND CANADA.

GORILLA HANDS (1 PAIR) GORILLA FEET (1 PAIR)

»?5S0/$?7.95 «2551/S?7.95MUMMY SOOO e.C. Fleshy

sherds end bits of reg sbsni te

be lelling ofl *2595/ $23.95

SARGOTH THE COBRA Fengs

reedy, the olive colored, hooded
reptile worts. «2S99/$23.95

B. GARRET THETA Rolled corpse
with bond pointed llesh ^expos-
ed brains! «2S004/$23.9S

GREYTIMBERWOLF Sleek boast

with reel smoke grey heir and

menecing snerl! #2590/542.75

DEMON From Ihe depths ol YETI Menacing tangs shrouded

gothic horror a lawny, langed by wind blown brown and white

devilwails! #25002/523.95 "rear'hair manet#2S82/542.75

BLOODY WEREWOLF Snarling

blood encrusted teeth, bristling

heir and langs! #2503/542.75

DRACULA Pale, frightening tea-

lures, "real" graying hair and
menacingtangs. #2585/533.95

ERIK Face horribly scarred and QUASIMODO Long rusty "real" WHITE TIMBEHWOLF Snarling

abounding with festering sorest hair covers Ihe distigured head ol terror has "real" snowy fur and
Lolsefrealheut #2S8'’'/C533.95 the hunchback! #2588/533.95 whilefangs. #2589/542.75

KING KONG Nostrils Haired and

black fur Hying, the king is on

Ihe rampage! #2586/533.95

for convoniant RUSH ORDER r



NEWLORDoftheRINGS
GAMES, PUZZLES,

RECORD and BUTTONS

STAR WARS PUNCH-OUT AND
MAKE-IT BOOK Assamble thesa

30 paper models with no cutting

or pasting! «213Z4/S3.9S

STAR WARS ALBUM Dalinillve

S' ’>1
1 '

'paperback with 76 pages

h 40 color and over. 100 black

&whi1ephoto$l*21Z9Z/S5.95

STAR WARS STORY BOOK
Lavish color pictures illustrate

this epic movie! 64 pages in an

8’'x11" hardcover! #21322/34.95

STAR WARS POP-UP BOOK Full

color illusliations'pop-up to bring

the movie to lile. 6Vt"<9" soft-

cover! #21323/S3.95

FRAWK
FRAZETTA
CALENDAR
1980 FRANK FRAZETTA CALENDAR The
incredible Frazetta strikes again in 1980! A
fabulous collection of 13 impressive prints and
a dramatic cover! Everything is in full color on
glossy slock in a 12V!2 "xlZ' formal! A terrific

gift for your favorite Frazetta friend or lor

yourself! A!! lovers of fantasy art will find this

Frazetta calendar perfect fori980!#26183f$4.95

LORO OF THE RINGS COMBAT
GAME Fight the War of the
Rings with this exciting game
of strategy which pits the Fel-

lowship of the Ring against
Sauron's minions. Has 40 main
characters, 400 combat forces,
112 events and a 33"x34'' full

color playing map of Middle-
earth! #26099/S16.00

LORO OF THE RINGS 2 RECORD
SET Selections from the original

molion picture soundtrack of the
brilliant music composed and dir-

ected by Rosenaman.#2399l$13.9e

BUTTONS

GANDALF #26130/1.00

GOLLUM #26131/31.00

ARAGORN *26133/31.00

FRODO #26129/31.00

BILBO #26132/31.00

SAMWISE #26134/31.00

To or^er any of these items, please see last page of this magazine
for convenient RUSH ORDER FORM.
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ZODAR ACTION
ATTACK
WARRIOR
Zooming in fromX the far reachesV

,
of outer galactic

^ space, ZOOAR, alien
' from the planet Tob-

or, on the far side of
the Blue Drift In the An-

dromeda Galaxy, unleashes his neutron
energized propellers against the helpless Inhabi-

tants of the Milliy Way. This six Inch horned mon-
ster comes equipped with 2 windup propellers that
can fly up to 40 feel.Zodar's movaole, jointed arms

can crush mere protoplasm! Painted in bar-

baric reds and yellows. Zodar . #26092/i2.50

ACTION

ZOARK ACTION ATTACK WARRIOR
Far out In the bleak reaches of the lesser Mellan-

ganic Clouds the robot world of Theat Retrak d was
devastated by a quark rust bomb attack from the
barbarian world of Tobor in the Andromeda Galaxy.
Theatans mining their systems asteroid belt sur-

vived the holocaust. Struck to the very depths of

his biochemical heart, six inch Zoark has
sworn to exact vengeance from all Andromedans.
Zoark's steel, blue and black colors. Jointed arm
and deadly proton propeller cannonare ready to

klll.Can he save the Milky Way? #26093fS2.50l!!!

rural
[SUBSCRIBE

Subscribe now to FAMOUS
MONSTERS, the world’s
most informative and photo-
filled filmonster magazine
and have it delivered to your
door, to great issues per year,

packed with inside info on
ur favorite horror and sci-

films and TV shows, plus
articles on old horror
favorites. Subscribe for 1 year
(10 “in-the-know” issues) and
receive absolutely free a mag-
nificent full-color pinup of
Vincent Price from “House of
Wax" Subscribe for 2 years (20
don ’t-miss-’em issues) and
get a 28’'x20” full-color poster
celebrating FM's 100th issue!

10ISSUES S16.00

WARREN PUBLISHING CO
1 YORK, N.Y. 10016

145 E. 32nd St., NEW

I CITY _ _ _

ZIP

I I ENCLOSE S. FOR A ISSUE SUBSCRIPTION

ILLUSTRATED
SCIENCE FICTION
PAPERBACKS
THE

ILLUSTRATED

DUNE

%
THE ILLUSTRATED DUNE
The first book ot Frank Her-

bert's award winning trilogy,

lavishly illustrated in full

color and black and white by
John Schoenherr. Giant-sized

S'kO" spectacular paperback
sci-fi edition. «21 346/S7.96

M
EMPIRE Thefirstall-

color visual science fiction

novel published in America.
1 12 pages of star-flung adven-
ture. Written by Samuel
Oelany. Illustrated by Howard
Chaykin. Giant B^kIZ" paper-
back format. ff21347/S9.9S

BAMjOWFSI

GUIDE
Barlowe is the John James I

Audubon of extraterres-

1

trials. 114 pages of full I

color paintings of a gal-

1

axy full of aliens as de-l
scribed by some of the I

best S.F. writers in theirl
books plus a 30 page sup-

1

plement of pencil sketch-

1

es in a 10’’ X 7"
soft cover I

classic! #21391/$7.95|



DARTH
VADER
WATCH

CHEWBACCA
PENDANT
&CHAIN

R2D2
PENDANT
&CHAIN

SPACESHIP
CHAIN & PENDANT

DARTH VADER
PENDANTS CHAIN

C3P0

R2D2 EARRINGS

LA

R2D2
&C3P0
WATCH

To order any of these items, ptease see last page of this magazine
for convenient RUSH ORDER FORM.
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WORLDFAMOUS SPACESHIPS

MODEL KITS
SPACESHIPS WITH DISPLAY BASES & DECALS

CYLOIXI RAIDER
Cylon raider model kil from the hit movie Batllestar Galacliea!

This easy to assemble model kit comes with display base, decals,

is 11" long, has ray guns, solar ertergy panels, access hatches, sta- ^
bilizers and working missile launchers lor action packed adventures! The ^
T.V. series that has the nation agog with the most advanced special effects ^
on the airwaves is brought home to you In these dazzlingly detailed kilsi Now
you can follow the adventures of Adama, Slarbuck and all the rest as they fend

— off the Cylon's in manta like spaceship. PARENTAL
SUPERVISION REQUIRED>24210/S4.S0

COLDIMIAL
VIPER

Viper Sting Ship from the Colonial Fleet of the Baltlestar Galacliea. This easy
to assemble model kit comes with display base, decals, complex stabilizers, a control center,

rocket jet ports, working missile launchers and Is 11" long! John Oykstra, the special effects wizard of

y' Star Wars, has struck again with this beautilully detailed death dealing dreadnought! Sleek, fleet, powerful,
'
and packed with all the destructive weapons that super science can think of, the Viper Sting ship Is the last

hope of humanity as the Colonials flee the destruction of their home planets and the dreaded Cylons! Create

your own action packed adventures with these models! PARENTAL SUPERVISION REQUIRED •24209/$4.S0

To order any of these items, please see last page of ti

for convenient RUSH ORDER FOfiM.

Collins and Armstrong Is reproi

1f4Bth scale to the eclual landing! The
assy to aesemble kit Includes two as-

tronauts, the flag, photographic and sci-

entific equipment plus a display base
crafted to look like the lunar surface
with craters, rocks and footprints. A
collector's must! #24236f$S.S0

GALACTICA KITS
CYLDIM RAIDERS AIMD COLDIMIALVIPERS

They’re Out of ThisWarld
L Easy toAssemble



It was a strange headline which graced the pages of the third GE way back

in FM #15 (Janiurv. 1962): WIN MONSTER MONEY. Reader Robert Peeler of

Nashville, TN. wrote. “I need help! I would like to know from which him the

following dialogue is taken. I will send 25C to the first monster fan who can

tell me the correct tide. " The scerte; a man has struck onboard a spaceship,

and the captain asks him why. The fate: "Captain, you lorgot your toothbrush."

(Can any of our present readers identity that deathless utterance?) Also in the

GE: an article on amateur filmmakers, on the mortster collection of the sons of

actor Morris Ankrum, plus a letters column. In the latter section, Cleveland

reader Aruta Blumberg wanted to know whether it was Conway or Con-

way Twitty who starred in I WAS A TEENAGE FRANKENSTEIN. Our worries

were simpler, then. (For the record, it was Gary Conway.)

A trivia question to mangle your memory: Name the only performer ever to

win an Academy Award as Best Actor for playing a Famous Monster. The

answer to this month's braintwister will appear in the next GE. As for last

trivia ipiit, the title of the theme song from BUCK ROGERS is "Suspension".

DOCSUIVACSE
I A pdp maguna hero aMted by tester Dent

I 0904-1959) wh) wrote intor the name of Kerewth

i
Robeson. The son of Ctark Savage. Caork "Doc"

Savage Jr. was roisd from the ego of founoen man

I
Ihs to bo 1 physcalY end menialY perlect human be

I
rx). The foromost eipert in most fiotds of human on

terphse. Doc stil worts two hows each day to hone

I his skis. With bronie huod skii and hair (hat is

I
sigtnlv dwksf. Doc’s most srrikiig sttributa is his

Hako-goM ayes. Extremely wsstthy, Doc has devoted

I hit kl a to the assisting ol those in neod. From his

I
heodqueners on the eighty sixth lloor ol the Empeo

2
Slate Budditg. and an Arctic Isdeawsy calsd the

I Fortress of Soktudo.Ooc ten constant touch whh his

frvo sides: Monk, Ham, Raisiy. Long Tom. andJohnny.

! Ooc's ftti advorrtwo was puUishod in DOC
I SAVAGE MAGAZINE ii 1933. and was iolowed by

I
tSD othon ) which the superman twnles a varie^

! of dangoroui foes. Doc has also sppeaisd m comic

I books tnd a Gaergo Pal film Isea separate articio in

I dw issue's HORRORWORIO REPORTER).

FmENCEF
Burger King, one of the largest fast food

chains in the country, has given their bearded

Burger King mascot a new sidekick. He's a

robot, and his name is the Wizard of Fries.

Thusfar, the Wizard a rrdiol with a gold

body, silver arms, and redandsilver

sneakers- has been successfully marketed

on drinking glasses and magnets, and will be

appearing on other items in the neat future.

Further, to underline their committment to

"ftience" hction. Burger King has tentative

plans to build a rockelship which win tour all

of its stores (on the back of a truck: not

through space) and distribute science fiction

adventures written especially for Burger

King customers. Watch out, Ronald!

UIRKINGBIIGKIn the fifties and early sixties, we had monster cards, photos of movie

monsters packaged with a stick of bubble gum. There were also "Mars In

vades Earth" cards, OUTER LIMITS cards, attd superhero cards. Today, a com-

plete set ol many of these cards will set you back a small fortune. The "Mars"

cwds cost $8 each. No! per set: PER CARO! A mint run of OUTERLIMITS

cards goes for $60. Not surprisingly trading cards remain a popular item, and

new series are being issued all the time. Most recently we have seen JAWS
2, BAHLESTAR CALACTICA, SPACE: 1999, STAR WARS. SUPERMAN, and

MOONRAKER.Stock up:who knows what THESE will be worth in 20 years!

WEIRD
Caowig next month from Eetonovol Pubfice

turns: BUCK ROGERS M THE 25TH CEN
TURT. a futcalar vaud re-run of tlw hit fin.

THE ACTOR'S LIFE by Charlton Heston Iws

just boon p><fchod in paperback, bi addhion

0 ddcussmg his roles n PLANET OF THE
APES. BENEATH THE PLANET OF THti
APES. THE OMEGA MAN. «d SOYLENT'
GREEN, the popular actor telt why he turned

down the starring roles in COLOSSUS: THE

FORBIN PROJECT and THE OMEN. He also

talks about a hkn which ha and Gaorge Pal

dmost made. A biography to look forward to;

CHARMED LIVES, the story of AJexMcW Kor

da. Konia produced, among mvy other fdmt.

THE THIEF OF BAGDAD (1940 wsionl nl
THINGS TO COME. Random House wil bo

pubhshing this book by Ifchad Korda: the

pnse is $15. One of the yeor’s lappiest

puUbhing evena: Del Ray Books tiK now
reissued every one of the Frank Baum novels

about Oz in papaiback.
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BmWKMEBSElMEAWTIMEl
Fill in the blanks with rhyming answers

Kong was a

Frodo owned a

What Sirens do

Mongo's boss

Rodan's transport

He went with Hope to Plutonium

WeH, the votes are all counted, and we have the wimers of our Aarghscars

ballot from FM #156. The voting was extremely heavy, and some of the en-

tries ran so close that a recount was necessary. Nonetheless, h»e are the

final taHies:

Best Science Rction Rim STAR WARS, with ALIEN a dose second, and

both SUPERMAN and FORBIDDEN PLANET tied for third. However, neither of

the third place winners even came close to die votes garnered by the first two

films.

Best Honor of SF Actor: BORIS KARLOFF was the easy winner here, with

CHRISTOPHER LEE a distant second, aid PETER CUSHING aid VINCENT

PRICE tying for third place.

Best Horror of Sf AcUess; SIGOURNEY WEAVER of ALIEN fa outpaced all

rivab. ELSA LANCHESTER came in secoml. with yet another tie for third:

VERONICA CARTWRIGHT aid CARRIE FISHER.

Best Special Effects Ever Rimed: STAR WARS ran away with first place.

CLOSE ENCOUIVTERS OF THE THIRD KIND handily landed second, and one

mae tie fw third: SUPERMAN and ALIEN.

Worst Sdence Rction Rim: PLAN NINE FROM OUTER SPACE. DAMNA
TION ALLEY, aid DESTROY ALL MONSTERS, in that ada.
Worst Monsta a Horra Film: KING KONG (remake). DRACULA VS.

FRANKENSTEIN, and THE DAY OF THE ANIMALS.

Best Fantastic Film Music: A close one, here, with STAR WfUtS baely edg-

ing out SUPERMAN la first place (both composed by John Williams). CLOSE

ENCOUNTERS OF'THE THIRD KIND and LORD OF THE RINGS tied fa third.

Best Makeup: Remakably, a tie fa first place, between THE INCREDIBLE

MELTING MAN aid DAVm OF THE DEAD. STAR WARS came in next,

although THE WOLFMAN was hard on its heels.

AARGHSCARS 2|
Because of the favorable reaction these first Aarghscas received, we've add- !

ed some new categories in which you can vote, and will make these ballots an

annual affair. Who knows? One day we may be handing out tittle gold staues

on Prime Time TV (Transylvanian Video, of course .

.

Favaite Screen Monster

The results of Aarghscas II will be reported in FM #164

OOPS!
Ever notice how we promise that contest winners, results of polls, and the like

|

will appea in a certain issue and then don’t? The reason fa that is senple.

Not everyone buys each issue of FAMOUS MONSTERS the day it hits the I

newsstands. One person may pick it up three minutes after the magazine goes I

on sale . . . another may see it three days lata . . . still another reader might
|

not buy ii for three weeks. In all fairness to these latter readers, we try to

wait until the last minute before tatlying votes or deciding contest winners.

From now on, we shall make allowances for latecomers, and when we SAY I

something will appear in the GE ... it WILL! Thus, the resoonses to our
f

SPECIAL K article in FM #157 will appear in this issue.

Once again, we have a pair ol winners in the 14 18 year old bracket. To

have selected one story over the other wouldn't have been fair: both represent

diHerent and unique approaches to the MEANTIME "problem." using the same

opening and closing sentences to tell a story. Next issue we will present the

final winnerfs) and announce a new contest.

MEANTIME
Jon StonCtage 15

The car began to shrink from sight as it sped toward the horizon. Di. Regan was ab

doning Jessica, and there was noting she could do to stop hhn. She wished this w
just a dream, but it was aU loo real. Jessica stood against the stone wall as she recalled

|

the terrorizing events ol the last week. In her mesmerized stale, she could see

dense jungle surrounding her and the three other women chained to the monobth.

Jessica remembered how beauiilul she had been, prior to her kidnapping by Or. Regan,

and being placed in his horrid laboratory. She cringed as she thoughiof those macabre

experiments he had performed on her body: she had been his guinea pig. Then, atier he

finished his genetic research and her body was a monstrous creation, the doctor durgged

her and imprisoned her here. She smiled a sardonic grin. Her mind had became a

monstrous as her body, and she thought about how she had done what she would neve

have done as the 'okf Jessica: secretly snapped the fuel line in his car. In tact, the car I

should explode soon. Or had she. in the contusion ol her new mind, broken the wrong I

tube? Jessica ihou^t about it lor many, many years.

MELTING POT
Jim Lambert,age18

The Car began to shrink. Slowly their world dissolved until the residue ol a i

mighty and ancient planet slid into the steaming sludge where it had fallen.

Minutes before, in the universe containing the Frozen Galaxy, the twelve planets Ank.

Car, Esn, Gos, lit. Kac. Mie. Osz, Oib. Suf, Uhl, and Whu, were residing peacefully in

their individual orbits. Suddenly, the entire galaxy was tilted with an awesome lorce and

the three ptaneis. Car, Osz, and Qib, were flung into an atmosphere of such intense heat

that all inhabnants immediately perished.

The now uninhabited planets ended their abrupt journey; landing in the all consuming

heal of a liquid atmosphere. Car was gone. Qib was hut a sliver that even now vanished

into the depths of the mysterious inferno, and soon Osz succumbed.

What had taken hundreds of their years to form had. in seconds, been reduced ic

horrible moment in history.

Jesrica didn't pick up her cup of soda. She stared at the cool vapors which rose fri

the glass. She ihou^t of the faint screams she had heard as the ice cubes had plunked I

inlo the warm beverage. Had they been her imagination? Jessica thought about it lor I

many, many years.

|UVE GOOFED! iniE GOOFED!WE GOOFED!!
Due to a printer's error, the answers to our DISGUISE quiz in the GE#72 were F
aU fouled up. Selection "e" was simply dropped from the column of fdm tides. I

Our apologies to the make-up artist (altho Steve Neil phoned to say "thanks" I

for crediting tarn with "Dr. Jekyil b Mr. Hyde") and to Steve Fiorttla, who t^e I

ated the quiz. The correct answers are; 1-h,2 a,3-d,4-k,5-i.6-ti.7-f,8-e,9-g,IO-i. I

iniHAJGOESTHERE?
Hidden in each sentence is the name of a Famous Monster of RImland. TTie

letters which spell its name will appear in succession, for example: Do you

prefer a muG OR GOblet? The monster, of course, is Gorge.

1. Will there be an attack on gambling?

2. "Oivet Bob " lobsters are divine!

3. The spilled java ran across the table.

4. I heard you gave Meg a long lecture.

5. A chrysanthemum, my favorite flower!

6. He's no orphan, to my knowledge.

7. I'm going to Borneo tomorrow.

8. You agree, don't you?

9. Pepperoni b spicy, long, and great on pizza.

10.

Is Fairfield a city, county, or garbage dump?

S300 xvHM asaaA mnvis
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SPECIAL K
WINNER!

Hundieds ol teade's sent us their lists of films, characters, actors, and moviemakets

whose names begn with ''K"-but none come close to matching the voluminous subme

Sion of leader Doug Lamoreux of Dakota. Illinois. Doug came up with 348 names in ah.

which we publish herewith in honm the most famous "K" in monster histoiY, the late.

KARL [ch«3Clei in REVENCE OF

FRANKENSTEINI

KINNACH. RONALD (pmducsi)

KILLERS FROM SPACE (moviel

KHOROA Idwaclerl

legendaiY Boris Karloff.

THe msj 50

KARLOFF. BORIS lactwl

KENTON. ERLE C Idiiecml

KIEL. RICHARD (acioi)

KUBRICK. STANLEY (dHectnl

KOLB. KENNETH Iwnlerl

KNEALE. NICEL Iwnlerl

KOWALSKI. BERNARD (drecmrl

KEYS. ANTHONY NELSON Ipioduca)

KOIZUMI. HIROSHI lacloi)

KNOnS. DON iKIoil

KRUGER. Om (acloil

KASEM. CASEY (actor)

KAUFMAN. PHILIP Idkecioil

KIRK. PHYLLIS (actress)

KERRY. NORMAN laclorl

KELLAWAY. CECIL lacteil

KERR. DEBORAH (actressl

KEITH. IAN (actoil

KELLY. PATSY (actress)

KELLJAN. ROBERT (dHoctoi)

KASZNER. KURT lacloi)

KUBO. AKIRA (actwl

KEIfl. ANDREW lectori

KELIERMAN. SALLY laciressi

KRAUSS. WERNER (actoil

KATZMAN. SAM Ipioduceil

KELLEY. OeFOREST (actoil

KIDDER. MARGOT lacnessl

KNOWLES. PATRICK lactorl

KINSKI. KLAUS lactnri

XLUGMAN. JACK (actarl

KINGSTON. KIWI lactoil

KELLEY. JON laclorl

KOBE. GAILE lactras)

KOENIG. WALTER (acloi)

KARLSON. PHILIP Idiiactoi)

KOVACK. NANCY (actressl

KENOBI. OBI WAN (characim)

KLINGONS (characters!

KYDO. SAM (actoil

KROFT. SID AND MARTY IproducarsI

KORDA. ALEXANDER (producerl

KILLOOZER Imovtel

KNEUBUHL. JOHNIwmerl
KAREN. JIM (actor)

KLEINER. HARRY (wnterl

KENYON. CHARLES (wiilei)

KIRK. TOMMY (actoil

KROECER. BARRY lactn)

KILLER KANE Ichanctei)

0/V TO too

KUHN. FREDERICK (actor)

KOSTER. HENRY dHrectwl

KING KONG Imoviel

KARNSTEIN. MIRCALLA Icharactei)

KARLSTAAD (place)

KEMP. INSPECTOR (duractei)

KAHN. MADELINE lacoessi

KENDALL. TONY laclorl

KOBAYASHI. TSURUKO (actoil

KINBERG. JUDSON Iwnterl

KURTZ. GARY (pioducHl

KEATON. DIANE (actressl

KARLSBRUCK Ipkaca)

KAREN (cSoxtei at NIGHT OF THE

LIVING DEAD!

KELLY. KEN (artist)

KRISH. JOHN (directtKl

KLANGAN (ERB ueafiirsl

KAZARS lERB creature)

KLOONOBARGAN lERB creatures)

KALKARS (ERB creatures)

KNOPF. CHRISTOPHER (writer)

KATZMAN. LEONARD Idkectoi)

KOSOEF. DAVID (acw)

K06AYASKI. KEIJU lacm)

KOHLMAR. LEE lactorl

KLIMOVSKY. LEON Idkectoi)

KLEEVE. HANS (chaiacterl

KUMA (place at SHEI

KARL (character in BRIDE OF FRANKENSTEIN)

KREMPE. PAUL Ichwacter)

KARSWEIL. OR. Icharacteil

KAYE. MARY ELLEN lacnessl

KESTELMAN. SARA (actress)

KLAATU (chaiacieil

KALEM Istudiol

KENT. CLARK (characteil

KOSLECK. MARTIN (actor)

KANE. EDDIE lactoil

KILPATRICK. LINCOLN lactorl

KNIGHT. NORMA (actress)

KOROBKIN. LIN iwntei)

KOSTI. MARIA (actress)

KRUGER. CHRISTIANE (actress)

KRYPTON Iplacel

KRYPTONITE Isubstwice)

KDZYR. ALEXANDER Idliectorl

STARTm THE SECOND 100

KARINKOV. M. Idaectorl

KIMOERLEY. MAGGIE (acoessi

KNOX. ELYSE locvess)

KENNEY. WES (direcMrl

KEYS. BASIL (pioducerl

KKLUSHANTSEV. PAVEL (deectwl

KARMA (chaiactei)

KOSLO. PAUL lactoil

KELLY. CRAIG laclorl

KARITA. TOYOMI lactorl

KING KONG (charscieil

KISS OF THE VAMPIRE imovie)

KENT. ROBERT E. (producer)

KERNKE. KARIN lacnessl

KAWASE. IRIYUKI lactoil

KOCHI. MOMOKO lacloi)

KAST. PIERRE Idkectoi)

KEACH. JAMES laclorl

KENT. APRIL lacnessl

KAWASA. HIRAYUKI (actor)

KRANH. STEVE Iproducerl

KINGSFORD. WALTER (actwl

KING KONG ESCAPES Imovtel

KING KONG VS. GODZILLA Imoviel

KASANCKI. G Idiieclw)

KENNEDY. DOUGLAS (actor)

KOLCHAK. THE NIGHT STALKER (TV show)

KOLCHAK. CARL (charoctei)

KONGA Imovtel

KEITH. MICHAEL (actor)

KNEFF. HELDEGARO (acness)

KOna. YAPHET taciw)

KIRK. JOE laciarl

KUN2HI. VALENTINA lacnessl

KOREN. WILLIAM lactoil

KIVEn. RON Iwnterl

KING. LOREHA lacnessl

KAY. ROER (dkectwl

KEY. TED Iwnteil

KING DINOSAUR Imevie)

KYNARSKI. GENE laciwl

KARIOIAN. ANTON (chaactet)

KIRK. JAMES T. Icharacteil

KOENIG. JOHN (character!

KAHN. GENGHIS Icharacter in STAR TREK)

KOR (chvacterl

KEELER. EDITH (chvacteil

KYLE (chaacter in STAR TREK)

KEEPER Ichaaclei m STAR TREK)

KRYTON (chaactei In STAR TREK)

KANG Ichaocler In STAR TREKI

KARA (chaactei ui STAR TREKI

KELINDA (chwaner m STAR TREK)

KRAKO Icitaoclei m STAR TREKI

KLOOG (character in STAR TREKI

KORAX (chaactei In STAR TREK)

XOIOTH (chaactn in STAR TREKI

KRAS (chaactei ki STAR TREKI

KEEL Icharacw ki STAR TREKI

KDRQB Ichaaclw in STAR TREKI

KOMACK Ichaactei m STAR TREKI

KARTAN (chaactei in STAR TREK)

KEL0WIT7 (chaactei in STAR TREK)

KROOACK (chaactei m STAR TREKI

KINGDOM OF THE SPIDERS imoviel

KDRBY. OR. Ichaaaei in STAR TREKI

KALO Ichaactei in STAR TREK)

KEEFER. JIM (actw)

KAHIESS (chaactei n STAR TREKI

KLEMENT. OTTO (wnteil

KISS MEETS THE PHANTOM OF THE PARK

KEEN. NOAH (actw)

KARLEN. JOHN lactorl

KURTZMAN. HARVEY (editwl

KELLY. WALLACE (special eflactsl

KLEMPERER. WERNER lactw)

KNAPP. COOKIE Ichaacterl

KELLY. JUDY (actw)

KJEILIN. ALF IdkectiHl

KISSOON. JEFFREY laciwl

KELLY. ROZ lacnessl

KEMMERIINC. WARREN lactorl

KLEIN ROGGE. RUDOLPH (actor)

KESSLER. BRUCE Idiieciwl

KERWIN. LANCE lactwl

HIER. UDO lacnessl

KWAN. NANCY (acnessi

KOHTV. JOHN Idirocioil

KOENIG. RAY Iwnteil

KEEN. GEOFFREY (Mlw)

KRONOS Imoviel

KISS OF EVIL (movie)

KARINA. ANNA (chaactei)

KOLINEfl. DIANA (actress)

KING. DENNIS laciwl

KING. ANOREA lacnessl

KING. PERRY (actw)

KINGSTON. HARRY lactw)

KEUEHER. ED (wntei)

KNIGHT. SHIRLEY (actress)

21U DOWN!
KANO. DAVIO Ichaacterl

KHAMBAHA. PERSIS (acness)

KAMERA Istodn)

KAZANTSEV. ALEXANDER Iwnterl

KERR. JOHN lactorl

KEEFER. DON (ocloi)

KENYON. ALBERT G. (writw)

KRUSCHEN. JACK lacm)

KHARTOUM (place ki THE TIME TUNNEU
KELLER. HARRY Idkectoi)

KELLY. PAUL latoil

KELLY. PAULA (acnessi

KELSEY. DICK Iwriteil

KEATS. STEVEN (actor)

KEANE. ROBERT E. lactw)

KENDALL. SUZY (acness)

KOLINEH. DIANA lacnessl

KENNY. JUNE (acness)

KELLEY. IRENE lacnessl

KIND. LLOYD lactwl

KULLE. JARL lactwl

KAOLER. KAREN lacnsssi

KINETO KINEMACOLOR {studio)

KERNS. SANDRA (actressl

KANAWHA Istudiol

KAPTAN. ALIF (actw)

KOWAL. JON (actor)

KELSO. LT. (chaacloi ki STAR TREKI

KENNEY. SEAN lactwl

KARLIN. CAPT. PETER Icharacterl

KARLIN. FRANKLIN Icharaclw)

KANNER. ALEXIS Iwtw)

KILL STRAKER (UFO TV episodel

KIRK. LT. GEN. HEYWOOO Ichaacterl

KOWALSKI Ichaacter in VOYAGE TO THE

eonOM OF THE SEAI

KAITER. PETER Ichaacterl

KRAMER. ELIOT Ichaacm)

KANT Ichaater in THE INVADERS!

KAOISON. ELLIS Iwnlwl

KEYMAS. GEORGE laciwl

KNIGHT. TED Inaratwiactorl

KENYON. SANDY lactwl

KELLER. DAN (chaactw)

KELLER. LAURIE Ichaacterl

KING. WRIGHT (octorl

KEMPER (chaactei ki THE INVADERS!

KNIGHT. SANDRA (acness)

KNSOLVING. LEE Isctwl

100 TO GO
KEYES. THOM (wmw)
KRIMS. MILTON Iwnterl

KAGAN (chaactei m THE OUTER LIMITS!

KIRK. PETER Icharaclw ki STAR TREKI

KIRK. SAM Ichaactei m STARK TREK)

KENT. JONATHAN Icharacterl

KENT. MARTHA Ichaacter)

KERR. ANNEnE (actress)

KERR. FREDERICK lactorl

KANE. JOEL Iwritotl

KEMP. JEREMY lactw)

KARLAN. RICHARD lactw)

KEITH. BRYON (actwl

KEITH Ichaacter m THE INVADERS)

KESSLANN. REGINA ichaacterl

KELLY Ichaaciw in SPACE: 1999)

KELIET. BOB Iwnterl

KING. STEPHEN (wrilw)

KILGARRIFF. MICHAEL (actoil

KEEL. HOWARD lactwl

KEITH. CARLOS Iwmer)

KULKY. HENRY lactwl

KELLOGG. RAY (actor)

KAZAN. ELIA Idirectw)

KARA Ichaacter in STAR TREK)

KREIL Irhaactw in STAR TREK)

KARAN. ANNA (chaacter)

KOSA. EMIL JR. (speoal eftects)

KARLEM. JOHN (actwl

KRISTEN. MARTA (actressl

KEEPER Ichaactet In LOST IN SPACE)

KARATH. KYM (acness)

KELIIN. MIKE (actwl

KIDNAPPED IN SPACE (TV epsode

LOST IN SPACE!
KRISHER. RICHARD (actwl

KLEEB. HELEN locness)

KEEMA Icharactei m LOST IN SPACE)

KRASPO (character m LOST IN SPACE!

KNAPP. ROBERT lactw)

KINCHORN. SALLY (actress)

KUNIHOIM. CARL (actwl

KILPATRICK. SHIRLEY (acnessi

KOHLAASE. W. Iwritw)

KELLY. JACK lactwl

KRY. MRS. (chaacter in THE OUTER LIMITS)

KRY. HARVEY (chaacter)

KANDEL. STEPHEN (writsri

KOCH. HOWARD W. Idirectw)

KARNES. STEVE Ichaacterl

KAUFMAN. OR. DANIEL Ichaacterl

KALAJIAN. BERGE ImuacI

KOEHLER. DAVE (special eflectsl

THE TALLY IS 300
KORNEV Icharactei « BAHLE BEYOND

THE SUN)

KREL (chaacters In FORBIDDEN PLANET)

KAPLAN. ELLIOT (musicl

KARLIN. FRED Imusk)

KONOSHITA. BOB (at direcDonl

KIROVA. NINA (chaacter)

KALIS. JAN (special etfectsi

KANPP. DOUGLAS IdnematographYl

KATSUMIYA. OR. (chaactwl

KRAVAAL. OH. LEON (chareclerl

KEITH. CHARLES Ichaacterl

KUNSTAMN. VERA (spewN eHectsI

KELVIN. CHRIS (cheracterl

KARACHEV. ANNA (chaacter!

KIP Ichaactei in CATWQMEN OF THE MOONI
KAHTALIAN. BUCK lactoil

KERR. LARRY (actwl

KEEGAN (chaacter in DAMNATION ALLEY)

KNOWLES. BERNARD Idkeciwl

KAY. EDWARD Iproducerl

KARLA V Iplaietl

KOMACK. JAMES (BKectwl

KOVAKS. LEE H. Idirectw)

KDTANI. TOM (dkectwl

KELINOW. PETER (special effacBl

KUL OF EOS Ichaacter in CAPTAIN VIDEO)

RAY. RICHARD (producer)

KRAUSHAAH. RAOUL ImuacI

KROITOR. ROMAN Idkectoil

KNIGHT. TRACY Iwriteil

KHAN. UNGA Ichaactei)

KANE. JOSEPH (drectwl

KELTON. RICHARD laciw)

KOBI. MICH lactwl

KELLERMAN BERNARD (writer!

335
KOVACKS. LAZLO IcmemotogropliY)

KORDA. VINENT (at dkecriori)

KINGDOM OF KOR (place in SHE)

KEEGAN. BARRY lactw)

KLIMOV. ARKADY Icuieranogrwhr)

KUMURA. TAKESHI (wmw)
KIMBALL. WARD (dnectw)

KEVAN. JACK (special eltectsl

KREIfSEK. HOWARD B. Iwriterl

KNEVEIILIER. LUIGI Icinemnographyl
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KING (character a

KAY. ARTHUR In

AND 348
KDFF. CHARLES

I THESE ARE THE DAMNEOl
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Begnni^ wfth FM #162. THE HQRRORWORLD REPORTER wiU feature ex-

clusive interviews with famous personalities of the horror and sd fy Hmworld.

These in-depth talks wid give you an inside hwk at the film industry courtesy

of those who know it best! The stan and filitiakers with whom we speak will

be "name" personairties-not the second banaitas which make up the bulk of

the imerviews published by our compethots. These are people whose movies

and performances make festoryl & be here next issue, when we bring

you-ah. but that would be tsn^! See for yourself in FM #m!

The Amerkan kinrnelkxMl fftn varskn of Edgw Alan Poe's FALL OF THE HOUSE OF
USHER a eonsidered a daisic horror fikn. Made ki 1968, it ttaned Vncsm Price and
was dncted and produced by Rogar Gorman. Now the eerie short story hat been rt-

fVmed and Its stst Manii landau, had thii to tey in an exduMe FAMOUS MONSTERS
intetview. tact that I'm starring ai the remake it en irony reely tnce in the original

pnxfcKtion mads by Rogar Gorman, ha had ofkrod me dw part erf the youngmaa op-

porite ITncant Ptkm'a Rodaikk. As tatt would have k. I wound op demg USHER twenty
years ktarl Sunn CIssaic it rrtoetioQ M firrt at a feeturo fim. and then for telovisian. H'si

reely ipate good. They made an sattniating set of the Haute, which they iteralv ripp^
apwt on fin, ttkddng dote to the story h't probabty the dosest ytu can come to Fhre.

It captures the ettanca of the short story one which I ire very murk." The picftn it

dated for raleaaa early fei 1980. - -

We had hoped to be ane to give you a detsied report on the StAR TREK conventxm

heU in New ^k this past Labor Day Unfortunately the sponsors of the event woidd

not cooperate wKh ow two reporters, refusing to answer their questiens or give exact

figises regardng attendance or profits.

"Wa only cooperate with CBS, NBC, and ABC," our rapresentatives were tdd.

To the STAR TREK people, we extend s word of advice. The networks consider sci-fi

conventions an oddity a gathering to be snickered at by people outside the field. FM has

ag^essively stggMrted the genre, and loved it. for twenty-two yeaisl The networks wi
forget you once the fad has passed; FM wl not. Common sense should tel you in

whose best erterest it is to coopsrm with our reporters rwxt time out!

Convarsely the sponsors of the sd-fi and comic oriemed CREATION Conventiens, par-

tiedaify lUm Main, have been more gracious to ore peopla, and you wl be roaring

ALIEN 2
Now that ALIEN had joined the ranks of the topgrossing science fiction films

of al-time, plans are underway for a sequel. Though 20th Century-Fox VP
Mark Fevers teNs us that "nothing is offkiisi,'' the GE has learned that there

are several scenarios uitder con^deration. Foremost among these has the

monster's spawn sunrhring inside Jones the Cat-who, with Ripley, is the only

creature to survive the Alien's onslaught. For more news about ALIEN and

ALIEN 2, be sure to see Warren's official ALIEN magazine, advertised

elsewhere in this magaane.

Recently, the staff of FM screened the 1975 George Pal fibn DOC SAVAGE:
THE MAN OF BRONZE. You read about Doc Savage elsewhere in this edhion

of the GE Long before James Bond was bom, five years before Supennai
burst upon the comk book scene. Dec Savage was fighting supersdentific

villains and awesome monsters-from worewolvBS to dinonurs-the wotU
over. It was aievhable that his colorful exploits would one day be brought to

the screen.

Pol's fim, stoning Ron By in a briHianI performance, is for most of hs 132

minute length a fine film. The action sequences are thtMing, the fights scenes

are among the best of their kind, and Ely is everything a "movie star" should

be: talent, handsome, and able to bring a commanding presence to the

screen. DOC SAVAGE fails only because, in the editing and scoring. Pal chose

to camp the film up. He put awful lyrics to a Sousa march, and had his special

effects people do childi^ things arch as adding a siver glint to Doc's

reducing him to the level of a cartoon character.

Warner Brothers, which produced the film, was so ihsiressed by the camp
aspect of DOC SAVAGE tto the film was dumped into a few cities, without

much advertising, and was slowed to die at the box office, h was sold to

NBC, where executives figured that if it did wel, they would do DOC SAVAGE
as a TV series. Unfartunateiy. the film was substituted for another at the bte
minute and, without any ads or Uuibs n TV GUIDE, it once agam went in-

seen. Pal's projected sequel THE ARCHENEMY OF EVIL, as wel as the TV
series, were dropped. CM.
This is not far! Whenever DOC SAVAGE is shown at science fiction or com-

ic conventions, the audience loves h! When FM screened the fikn, we al

agreed that with a few minor changes it could rise from the level of a cult

favorite to a hit the caHire of another recent Warner Brothrs release, SUPER
MAN. The only diHerence between the Pal film and SUPERMAN is that DOC
SAVAGE cost only a ftaction of what was needed to bring the Man of Steel to

the screen. We think K is every bh as good and deserves a second shot at the

box office.

We plan to petition Warner Brothers to give Doc another chance. Bantam

Books continues to sel miions of copies of the Doc Savage novels, and there

are now nearly tme hundred drffereffl tides in print In fa^ even without ad-

vertising, the Doc Savage novels outsold the highiv publicized Superman books

released last year. That should tel Warner Brothers something-that the world

wants Doc Savage!

H you feel as we do, wiite and let us know. We will forward your letters to

the powets-that-fae at Warner Brothers. Doc helped us in our how of need; it's

time we returned the favor.

Concsivtd by Sttphtn Zottr nd Tin TUuc*.

ita aha* «rii, ii iha mnfe of Jitaa, "raciiitm

tha ini(|ic Bid ntakgancs gf lha Rod Sariinq (rta-

rtayt of iho tSSOo, bul ivdilod otto o more caio-

mitic nylo aid toapoctiig dio attitudai of today'o
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Waher Koenig is Chekov. After two seasons ptay-

mg the Russian crew member of the Starship Enter-

prise. and the decade between the television series'

demise and production of Paramount's STAR TREK:

THE MOTION PICTURE, the character’s pride and

strengths have fuNy developed in the mkids of the

science fiction show’s fans. Ahhoix^ written out of

Fdmation’s Saturday morning cadoon STAR TREK
because of monetary limitations, Chekov is now
back, ful blown, as the Enterprise’s Security Officer.

Southern California resident Walter Koenig is back,

too. with a vengeattce. going on publicity tours for

the film and his forthcoming chronicle of the filming,

"Chekov’s Enterprise, ” to be published in March by

Pocket Books. FAMOUS MONSTERS is pleased to

present the transcript of a Pross Conference recently

held by the intelligent, wed versed Mr. Koenig. As an

actor, writer, and person, he has a unique viewpoint

on the making of this extraordinary motion picture.

(t What wos your initial reaction when you found

out you were going to do the movie?

A: I wish I could say it was a focused moment. But

you understand we were anticipating this film, in one

form or another, for so long that it didn't "happen
"

for us at otte particular moment. It had been develop-

ing, growing for quite some time. It came to a point

that we were so exhausted with anticipation and

skeptical of the project's ultimate fruition that we
told ourselves, "maybe after the first shot is in the

can, maybe after the first day, maybe after the first

week, we'll believe H." It was that kind of situation.

Q: First the project was projected as a movie, then

a TV movie, then a series, thM a movie again. Was h

this waffling that fostered your attitude?

The Enterprise crew gathers: OeForest Kelly as Dr. McCoy, William Shatner as Captain Kirk, Stephen Collins,

a newcomer, as Commander Decker, and Leonard Nimoy as Mr. Spock.

arid said . . . I stil shudder when I think of it . . . "Mr.

Wbe, don't you think it is appropriate to have a

ciose up shot of Chekov upon his first entrance?"

And Mr. Wee looked at me and said, "Why ask me
those actor schticks?" To an actor, that is equal to

the deepest cut of al. I suffered considerably on that

account. But. on the other hand, the entire crew had

a lot ol good times together. There was one par

ticiilar joke that occurred everytime we discussed the

antagonist of the story-the entity-ejecting a large

object. Without expressing it as such, it became a

matter of considerable humor. Naturaty we kept in

terpreting the ejections as fecal matter. It just lent

rts^ to that. Actudly it was some sort of bomb. But

everytime an actor had to comment on the ejection.

A: Of course. I don’t think anyone thought that this

was being done capriciously. We were aH aware of

the ramifications so we tried to be as open minded

as possible. It was not easy. I think I felt my most

acute moment of distress, after having committed

myself some feeling of euphoria about the movie

finaliy being made, when I received a call in

November of 1978. I had gotten another call pre-

viously for a costume fitting. At that time they were

going to use the old costumes, the original designs.

Once there I had been told I would be coming back

the folowing week for a final fitting. Then I received

Ute call, a day before my final fitting, telling me that

the costume fitting "had been postponed." That was
like the death knell. My first reaction was one of

pure terror. I told myseh that it was me, alone, who
was not going for a final costume fitt ing . But once

having received coroboration that this was a general

decree. I realized the significance. I knew something

was up again. That was insane. Because we had had

a party at Bill Shatner's house on Saturday, celebrat-

ing the beginning ol the movie which was going to

stvt the following Tuesday! When that postpone

ment came I said to myself, "wel, this is never go-

ing to happen."

A' AH the major members of the Enterprise are given

Htormous, well-written enhances, while the junior

members of the Bridge crew are just there.then shuf-

fled about to get a better shot of Captain Kirk. How
did you feel about that?

A: You must have had an advance peek at my book.

Absolutely dead right. That was exactly the way it

was. I fell, very strangly, that we all should have en

trances. We all have our coterie of fans, and in this

situation and after ten years.-l felt It demanded indi-

vidual entrances. Even if it only meant a dose-up.

And I proposed that, to very bad effect. In fact. I

fouTKl myself deeply chagrined by the response.

What It came down to. being as objective as I can, is

time and an overall perspective. A gestalt as to how
the picture was going to look. To be sure. I think

there should have been a tight shot of Nichelle as

she swings arourul into the shot, then one on

George, one on myself, and so on. But I do under

stand that there just wasn't time to make everybody

happy. That does not, in any way, negate my feel-

ings of disappointment. We were aH introduced in a

group shot whereas Bill. Leonard and DeForest all

had very, very dashing entrances. No matter how
many fans we have, no matter how voracious they

are on our behatf. it's the "money players" that

receive the greatest attention. I can see why that

was done. But I did have some very uncomfortable

moments over that particular point.

0: Could you tell us the worst thing or funniest thing

that happened to you on the set?

A: Unquestionably the worst thing was the first day

of shooting when I went up to Robert Wise (the

director), who, by the way, is an extraordinary gen

deman as well as an artist of the highest magnitude,
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H seemed to lend itself more and more tt) that image

and K got funnier and funnier. The dimax was that

LeonanI (NimovI collapsed in laughter and tears.

Even as Spook, he couldn't say the line.

Q: That brings up the subject of the famous reel of

STAR TREK TV Bloopers. How do the movie out-

takes stack up to those?

A: Wen, I don't think there are going to be any out

takes. First of all. Robert Wisa doesn't print what he

doesn't use. He has been an editor and he edits in

the camera. He knows what he wants very wek. I

would say B0% of what he films, he uses. Secondly,

there is a Screen Actor's Guild ruling that states

anything you charge admission for. the actors must

be paid for. As a conse<|ueiice there is some legal

litigatian concerning the use of the "blaoper reel." I

don’t think that mistake will be repeated this time

around.

&
I understand that there were several writers

working on the script. What effect did that have on

you?

A: There were just two writers, really. Alan Jay Fac-

tor. no. that’s not right . . - Alan Dean Foster com-

posed the story, the story idea, while Gene Rod-

denbetry and Harold Livingston collaborated on the

screenplay. Livingston has uhimatelv received

screenplay credit. TTie reason for that is that there is

a Writer's GuM niing that in order for a producer to

receive screen writing credit, he must have done at

least 60% of the screenplay, it was f^ by all con-

cerned. Gene included, that his contribution was less

A: WeN. you've heard the same rumors I have. I think

that if the picture is a smash success, there is no

question that they will go on to something else.

Most likely a sequel. But I must stress that this is

my own conjecture. I'm not privy to inner councis or

behind closed doors, but most of the talk has been

about a sequel. I don't think there is much talk about

a new series. I have heard fleeting comments about

a mini series, about ot>ce a month. Al the sets have

been stored, however, nothing has been destroyed

or given away, as apposed to last time. I don't be-

lieve there is another storyline in mind at this time.

Certainly the rest of the group I've talked to know

As 11 plucked Irom a time machine in 1969, Leonard
Nimov looks no older, only wiser as Mr. Spock.

than that. In terms of the script's effect on us, keep

n mind that we had a very unique problem in the

writing. STAR TREKJHE MOTION PICTURE doesn't

exist as a separate entity. There was three years and

79 episodes preceding it. It was decided to try and

ke^ the TV series’ thrust while exciting a mass au

dience. TTiese two desires became conflicting

elements in some ways. We wanted to be consistent

with character, pose a philosophicai statement in

keeping with the series, and at tlw same time have a

lot of action and adventiae. h was difficult to

resolve. Oia thud act. the climax, must have

undergone, very conservatively. 30 or 40 editionsi

We were getting new material, not by the day. but

at BfXI an, 10:30, 4K)0 and 6:30 in the evening! We
were literally getting four to six adaptations daly. It

was absolutdy insane. Part of that time consumption

came out of the fact that after a certain number of

weeks, both Leonard and Bill were contractuaHy

given script approval. It became a huge collaborative

effort, with BiH, Leonard, Livingston. Gene, and

Robert Wise sitting in on story conferences. We had

many cooks, but. in the long run. the effort was very

wel worth N. For me, the movie comes together

very wel.

a- Now that STAR TREK THE MOTION PICTURE is

finished, what's going to happen next? Is it going to

be a TV series or are there going to be movies every

two years?

nothing specific.

Q: Compared to other science fiction projects, how is

STAR TREK different?

A: When I read the script the thing that excited me
most- keeping h mkid that we were targeting a

worid audience, rather than a STAR TREK audi

ence was the way the special effects were con

cetved. It seenred to me that we were not trying to

outdo STAR WARS or CLOSE ENCOUNTERS mak
ing mote detailed underhelies of spaceships that

sweep past the canrera-but, rather, we were enter-

ing a whole different frame of reference. The pic

ture. as written, is an adventure, drawing the au

dience kito an entire unexplored region. There was a

feeling of surrealism about the effects. I found that

marvelous and refreshing. Pyrotechnics wear out

after awhile. I think. I was very hopeful then and I'm

very hopeful now that what we'H have is something

more along the lines of 2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY. A
feeling of awe and discovery. I had an opportunity to

get Robert Wise's input on this and he agreed. That

is what we're aiming at. If this is the case I think

STAR TREK wM be an incredible visual and sensory

experience. Unkke anything that preceded it. I'm not

a company man. so I'll tel you the truth: it was a

debgh^ working expeiience. That was the way h

was. I'm glad I was able to record it ii my book, if

for no one else but myself. I foind it a very worth

white, memorabte time of my life.

END
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THE BOOK OF ALIEN
Here ere the designs,
sketches and blue-
prints rendered by four
of the lop fantasy Illus-

trators in the western
world: Moebius, Chris
Foss. Ron Cobb and
H.R, Giger! And there
are Interviews with the
Art Directors, Costume
Designers, Producers,
Directors and Screen-
writers. A 96 page soft-

cover with 50 in full
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WANTED! More Readers Like

ANGIE BREWERS

HUMBLE OPINIONS
In my humble opinion,

Richard Matheson is the
greatest sci-fiMorror writer of

all time. Jack Palance in the
title role of his televersion of

"Dracula” combined pathos
with an unholy thirst for

blood. Palance offered an in-

teresting character study of

the prince of the undead. Not
since DARK SHADOWS has
an audience felt so for a vam-
pire.

From NOSFERATU (the
silent version with Max
Shreck) to Andy Warhol to
Louis Jourdan to Frank Lan-
gella, the king of the crypts
had undergone drastic revi-

sions, but perhaps the most
interesting occurred in BLA-
CULA, an excellent shocker
largely overlooked by the
purists (all but FAMOUS
MONSTERS as a matter of

fact). William Marshall came
across as an animal, a blood-
thirsty beast. But Dracula,
nonetheless. The diversified
dealer of death has come full

circle with the remake of

NOSFERATU. Now what?
Perhaps '‘Salem’s Lot" by
Stephen King will provide
fodder for producers. One
thing is certain: it wouldn’t
hurt for Richard Matheson to
handle the screenplay for a
third version of his novel “I

Am Legend" (which, in my
humble opinion, is the great-
est novel of all time).

Alt told, there are more
than enough literary proper-
ties available for transition to
the screen that DRACULA
need not be remade. Let him
rest in peace for at least

another 500 years.
WILLIAM COFFLIN

Richmond, VA

COMMENTS ON COFFLIN
& RUNKEL

I would tike to comment on
the letter by Wm. Cofflin in

#159. He says the gore in

DAWN OF THE DEAD ruined
the effect of the film. I agree.
I went, ignoring the little

warning on the poster that
said "contains graphic vio-

lence, no one under 17 ad-
mitted.” After all, I though,
how grapic can they get? 1

soon lound out. I will admit
the effects were superb but
Good God. Man! How far
should they go? It seemed
Romero was just trying to see
how gory he could make the
thing. And that did ruin the
film. I bought the book and
found it much more en-
joyable.

Secondly, I would like to
comment on the letter by Tim
Runkel in the same issue. He
said you don't print enough
articles on new movies. What
about the numerous articles

on the superb movie ALIEN?
They were well-written & en-
joyable.

DON HICKS
Carson City, NV

DEAD RIGHT
I have been a reader of FM

for a few years and I recently
started purchasing back
issues. Even tho I know have
a fairly large collection, I have
yet to see anything about the
superb 1946 film DEAD OF
NIGHT. I checked Guide to
Monsterland (FM #142) and
sure enough there was no
listing whatsoever. I consider
this film to be the greatest
contribution to the horror
genre ever. DEAD OF NIGHT
has definitely inspired many
of the Amicus multi-story films

of the 60s & early 70s. If you
haveyet to do an article about
DEAD OF NIGHT, I think
many FM fans who have seen
this fine film, and the unfor-

tunate few who have not,

would appreciate a good film-

book about it.

Incidently, I recently saw
the new movie MAGIC, in

which Anthony Hopkins is

slowly possessed by his ven-
triloquist's dummy. In my opi-

nion, the episode "The Ven-
triloquist’s Dummy" from
DEAD OF NIGHT did a much
better job in its near 40 min-
ute running time than MAGIC
did in its full 2 hours.

PS: I really enjoyed the
movie DRACULA VS, FRAN-
KENSTEIN in which FJA
played the first victim of the
resurrected monster (John
Bloom). It must have been fas-

cinating to work with J. Car-
rol Naish & Lon Chaney Jr.

(their last film roles).

WILLIAM VAN VOLKENBURG
Jacksonville, FL

"ANNUAL” XLNT
I suppose the 1980 ANNU-

AL (really issue #158) takes
the place of those wonderful
old YEARBOOI^. Remember
those. . . ? As to the 19^
issue— it was utterly superb.
The ALIEN cover by HRGiger
(looking a lot like the work of

Basil Gogos) was the closest
poriraityet of that odd crea-
ture. THE HOUSE THAT
DRIPPED BLOOD was a fine

reprint article. Peter Cushing
was stunning as usual along
with a fine performance by
the seldom seen Denholm
Elliott. The article on THE
GOLEM was also much appre-
ciated. Paul Wegener seems
to have been lost to the past.

Only a bare few of his films re-

main known. Such as THE
MAGICIAN (1926). Did he
make any sound films?
Thanks for a truly SUPERB
1980 FEARBOOK.

SP/4 JOE HAMMELL
Hunter Army Airfield, GA

» l seem to recall he talked
in "The Suicide Club”
segment of the early 30s'

compilation called DR. TER*
ROlfs HOUSE OF HOR-
RORS. His silent fantasy/hor-
ror films included ALRAUNE
(with METROPOLIS robotrix

Brigitte Helm as the soulless
woman), THE STRANGE
CASE OF CAPT. RAMPER,
one version of THE STUDENT
OF PRAGUE (another was
with Conrad Veidt) and THE
RATCATCHER (based on
“The Pled Piper of Hamelin”).

WANTED! More Readers Like

JORAM BAROZA

ONE WHO CARES
After being a fan of FM

since #17, I finally have to let

you know how I feel. I grew
up with FM. To me, it was the
greatest thing that ever hap-
pened. All those pictures &
stories! And those covers!
Fantastic! For total quality,
#19-30 must surely mark the
Golden Age of FM. The
Dracula story, BRIDE OF
FRANKENSTBN, the Acker-
mansion, KING KONG ... I

could go on forever.

After #30, the quality drop-
ped a little, but not much.
#31-38 were all very good
issues. But then sometning
happened with #39: the num-
ber of pages dropped; the
quality articles became fewer.
Articles on some real junk
began to find their way in.

But FM was still good. #42 &
43 are 2 of your better
issues. But then things
started getting worse. FM hit

bottom with issues 50-55.
The mags were almost total

reprints. Even the covers
were being reprinted. Sadly
enough, it took the death of
the late Boris Karloff to get
FM back on its feet again.
After #56, I had regained
hope. The only things icould
really complain about were
the 68 pages and the jump
from #69 to 80, but the
quality was back up.

Then you hit a Silver Age.
Issues W-100 were all very
good to great. It made me
recall the early days of FM
(almost). I was extremely
thankful for this turn-around.
However, it is your most re-

cent issues which have finally

forced me to write this letter.

First of all, it was the never
ending praise of STAR WARS
which started to get to me.
Don’t get me wrong, I loved
the movie. I saw it 3 times.

But i was seeing it issue after

issue after issue. I wanted to

read about something else. I

still remember your reply to

one reader when he asked
why FM had no coverage on
2001. You said that FM was
primarily a monster mag. as
Its title indicates. 2001 was
stricly sci-fi and just didn’t fit

into FM's format.
DAVID DAVEY
Randolph. NJ

»
Times change. Monsters
or no monsters, we're
sure we'd hear a howl of

Etest from here to Horror-
& back if there were any

lack of coverage in our p
on STAR TREK, BL
HOLE, DR. WHO. METEOR &
similar sci*fi, space opera &
spectacular catastrophic
films.

ages
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9EUI1 EDGRR HLLHIl PDE RECDRIIS!
Greatest Horror record series of all

time ... the stories of Edgar Allan
Poe. 4 fabulous single albums plus

a spectacular double album set.

Each story read with verve, skill,

precision and appreciation of the

horrifying by talented actors Martin
Oonegan and Ugo Toppo. These
long playing recordings of Poe's
most famous short stories & poems
will thrill you, Poe's bizarrely fright-

ening fantasies will chill you, as vi-

sions of rotting castles, scurrying
rats, menacing men and macabre
insanity pervade. A world of mad-
ness, and only 6 records away!

(MTEST HORROR RECORDS
t « Included in this the first volume of the Edgar Allen Poe

series are "The Bleck Cal", "The Imp ol Ihe Perverse" and a e e aH "The Sphinx". Explore areas of Ihe human psyche with 04.47
* * H Poe aeonly Poecan reveal thesoulolmani •2318114.49

, , Martin Oonegan reads Edgar Allan Poe’s "The Falf of the
House ol Usner". This Is Poe's greatest lale ol horror and as anVV suspense and certainly one of Ihe scariest stories ever o4,47

II wrlttenanywherelnlheworldl .23t9l$4.49

Super double record sal containing

r Ih* an time favorite "The Goldbug
UlJUnl r about a treasure hunt In that spooxy

'>4 inlmllable style lor which Edgar ..
C tT Allan Poe was so justly famous. And $9.47
OL. I If that weren't enough, here Is a huge

selection of Poe’s best poems such
as "Conqueror Worm"! .2322189.49

, , "The Cask ol Ihe Amontillado". "Bersnlce".and "Silence".

VV Swf Every mile chill and scare lhal Poe is capable of creating o J aa
mm has bean pressed Into this high quality recording by Martin P4.‘»7
II Donagan’IfsohsoPoe! .2323/84.49

• The Incredible "Masque of the Red Death" and the "Tell

Tale Heart" plus Iwo more chillers on the flip side: "The na anI m Oval Portrait'' and "Metzengerstein". All are read by Martin vH.^7
II m Oonegan and produced by Leon Qolovnerl f2324l84.49

I DOUBLE
i SET

Super double record set containing
Ihe all time favorite "The Goldbug
about a treasure hunt In that spooky
and inlmllable style lor which Edgar ..
Allan Poe was so justly famous. And $7.47
If that weren’t enough, here Is a huge
selection of Poe’s best poems such
as ’’Conqueror Worm"! .2322/89.49

j scare lhal Poe is capable of creating g J an
ilo this high quality recording by Martin 44.47
Poe! .2323/84.49Oonegan! It’S oh so Pee! .2323/84.49

The Incredible "Masque of the Red Death" and the "Tell

Tale Heart" plus Iwo more chillers on the flip side: "The na an
Oval Portrait'' and "Metzengerstein". All are read by Martin 04.47
Oonegan and produced by Leon Qolovnerl f2324l84.49

CAPTAIN COMPANY RUSH ORDER FORM i

CAPTAIN COMPANY P. O. Box 430, Murray Hill Station, New York, N.Y. 10016

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY IN BLOCK LETTERS

UptoSI.SOadd 65'

$1.51 to $3.00 add 75*
$3.01 to $5.00 add 95*
$5.01 to 57.00 add $1.20
$7.01 to $9.00 add $1.40
$9.01 toSn.OOadd $1.65
511.01 to $15.00 add $1.95
Over$15.00add $2.25

We pay postage and handling
charges on back-issue Warren
magazines ordered in U.S.A.

Orders outsideU.S.

additional $2.50

Postage &
Handiing

PLEASE USE A SEPARATE SHEET OF PAPCR IF YOU RUN OUT OF SPACE ON THIS COUPON
|

\ IMPORTANT! CHECK HERE IF YOU ARE ORDERING HOME MOVIE FILMS:

^OUR GUARANTEE:



To order any of these items, please see last

for convenient RUSH ORDER

SENSATIONAL
NEW PICTURESI

LORD OF THE RINGS Tolkien’s epic tale of

Middle-earth is now an epic roll color

magazine in its own right ! L0R1/S3.00

MOONRAKER The biggest Bond ofthem all

is now an officially authorized Warren
magazine looking at it all ! MNR/$3.00

i///i •}
Ti / ! am B IJ r 1 4 m

jY\ ' 1

Ejira.
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NewWiRRIOR'sBaTtIe JAckET
For ExciriiMq acIventures fROM xkt disco

TO xhE OUTER UmITS oF SpACi!

WARRIOR'S BATTLE JACKET Super d9lux« space jecket

of some of your favorite T.V. characters in a ruggedly con-

structed light olive brown denim. Its unique styling and its

100% cotton denim durabiiity make this the perfect family

jacket lor anywhere wear. Whether it's from the baseball

game to the disco, or from the backyard to your own space
fantasy, this jacket will get you thefe warmly and in style!

Machine washable and dryable, comes with special patch,

emblem, 2 insignia pins, care and handling information and

four unique clasps (3 on sizes 4-6X) to complement that

unique look of your favorite television heroes!

A. Children's sizes 4,5,6 and 6X 426199/624.95

B. Children's sizes 7,8.10,12,14.16.18 and 20 #26200/629.95

C. Women's sizes small, medium and large #26201/634.95

D. Men's sizes small, medium, large and
extra large #26202/639.95

To order any of these items, please see last page of this magazine
for convenient RUSH ORDER FORM.
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